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ABSTRACT 

A new stiffened shell element combining shallow beam and shallow shell 

elements is developed for geometrically nonlinear analysis of stiffened composite 

laminates under thermal and/or mechanical loading. The formulation of this 

element is based on the principal of virtual displacements in conjimction with the 

co-rotational form of the total Lagrangian description of motion. In the finite 

element formulation, both the shell and the beam (stiffener) elements account 

for transverse shear deformations and material anisotropy. The cross-section of 

the stiffener (beam) can be arbitrary in geometry and lamination. In order to 

combine the stiffener with the shell element, constraint conditions are applied to the 

displacement and rotation fields of the stiffener. These constraint conditions ensvire 

that the cross-section of the stiffener remeiins co-planar with the shell section after 

deformation. The resulting expressions for the displacement and rotation fields of 

the stiffener involve only the nodal unknowns of the shell element, thus reducing the 

total niunber of degrees of fireedom. Also, the discretization of the entire stiffened 

shell structure becomes more flexible. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

External siirfaces of modem aerospace structures are constructed from stiffened 

composite laminates because of their attractive mechanical and thermal properties. 

In aerospace engineering, minimum-weight design of stiffened panels allows the 

skin to experience post-buckling behavior before reaching the ultimate loading 

conditions, provided that the complete compressive load is carried by stiffeners. 

Also, post-buckling of such components may arise from the compressive stresses 

induced by sudden temperature rise on the skin due to aerodynamic heating at 

supersonic speeds. In this case, the skin temperature becomes higher thzin that 

of the stiffeners. Because of this temperature difference, the stiffeners, which are 

cooler than the panels, wiU resist the thermal expansion of the panels along the 

skin-stiffener interface, thus initiating the compressive stresses in the skin and, 

possibly, causing the skin to buckle or to experience large transverse deflections 

(i.e., the softening-stiffening type behavior). In order to take advantage of post-

buckling strength of these structural components, it is necessary to perform an 

analysis that predicts their nonlinear response under both mechanical and thermal 

loading conditions. In addition, the aerospace structures include openings as well as 

cracks on the skin rendering the solution to the problem extremely difficult with the 

analytical techniques. Therefore, an analysis based on the finite element method 

is the most applicable approach to deal with such structures (Tripathy and Rao, 

1992). 

In the analysis of stiffened shell structures, various proposed strategies can be 
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grouped as follows: equivalent orthotropic shell models, detziiled analysis with plate 

and shell elements, conventional beam-shell finite element models, and recently 

the stiflfened-shell elements. As demonstrated by Yi and Yeh (1990) an equivalent 

orthotropic shell model approximating the actual stiffened shell behavior can be 

achieved when stiffeners are closely placed on the skin of an aircraft. However, in 

order to take advantage of the post-buckling strength of the skin and to achieve 

an economical light-weight structural design especially in aerospace industry, the 

spacing of stiffeners could be large enough to allow the skin to buckle at loadings 

lower than their ultimate levels (e.g., rings that are used as supporting structure in 

aircraft). In this case, the equivalent orthotropic shell model becomes questionable 

in representing the true structural behavior of stiffened shells if the stiffeners are 

not closely spaced. 

The accurate finite element modeling of panels stiffened by stringers, rings, 

and other types of stiffeners can be obtained by discretizing both the skin and 

the stiffeners with the plate and shell finite elements. In the absence of repeated 

symmetry conditions possibly due to local defects in the form of crack or a 

hole, however, the finite element method becomes very demanding because of the 

extensive munber of elements and the geometric non-linearities inherent in the 

analysis. In the analysis based on plate and shell elements, Stames et al. (1985), 

utilizing the symmetry conditions, employed a finite element method based program 

STAGS (Structxiral Analysis of General Shells) along with an energy based program 

PASCO (Panel Analysis and Sizing Code) for the buckling and postbuckling analysis 

of stiffened flat laminates under compressive edge loading. Iji their analysis, an 

eight-no ded quadrilateral plate element was used to discretize both the panel and 

part of the stiffeners (i.e-, webs and flanges), and a beam element was used to model 
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the cap of the stiffeners. Using STAGS with plate and shell elements, Knight and 

Stames (1988) examined the post-buckling response of curved stiffened panels by-

tracing the stable and unstable equilibrium paths of the curved panel under axial 

edge loading. Recently, Sobel and Sharp (1994) investigated the post-buckling 

response of stiffened flat composite peinels subjected to shear loading utilizing 

quadrilateral elements with improved in-plane bending behavior for orthotropic 

laminates. 

In order to analyze postbuckling response of stiffened lamiaates with central 

holes, Nagendra et al. (1994) developed a finite element model using EAL 

(Engineering Analysis Language) computer code. They performed finite element 

modeling only of a local region for detailed analysis. Utilizing PASCO, the computed 

size of a panel without a hole before carrying out the local finite element analysis 

in order to estimate the skin size for buckling load. With the established panel 

size, they modeled the vicinity of a hole with triangvdar plate bending elements, 

and the rest of the skin and stiffeners with quadrilateral plate bending elements. 

As pointed out by Koko and Olson (1991), this type of finite element analysis with 

extensive number of elements is not suitable at the preliminary design stage for 

repeated calculations. In order to improve the efficiency of such models, Stames et 

al. (1994, 1995) introduced a global-local finite element analysis approach for the 

identification of local instability response of damaged stiffened shells. In the global 

analysis, they discretized the entire skin with shell elements and the stringer and 

ring stiffeners with beam elements. However, in the local analysis for a region with 

defects, they discretized both the skin, and the stiffeners with shell elements. 

Alternative to this type of modeling resulted in the development of beam-shell 

finite element models for nonlinear response of stiffened panels without sacrificing 
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the accuracy when compared to detailed finite element models with shell elements 

only. An admissible beam-shell model, however, requires compatible displacement 

fields for both the beam and the shell components. In other words, the polynomials 

approximating the displacement fields in the beam elements must be of the same 

order as the polynomials approximating the corresponding displacement fields in 

shell elements. Based on this requirement, quite a few ntunber of compatible beam-

shell finite elements were proposed for linear, stability, and nonlinear analyses of 

stiffened shells. For linear Einalysis of stiffened panels, Liao and Reddy (1990) 

presented an extensive literature review of the finite element formulations. In the 

case of stability and nonlinear analyses, early finite element models were based 

on the Kirchhoff's assumptions disregarding transverse shear deformations. Using 

simple element configurations, Shastry et al. (1976) presented a combined beam-

plate with the in-plane and out-of-plane displacement fields derived from third and 

fifth order complete polynomials, respectively. They showed that the use of higher 

order interpolation functions improve the linear budding-mode estimations even 

with a coarse mesh. This formvdation excluded the eccentric positioning of stiffeners. 

For nonlinear dynamic and static analysis of stiffened plates, Koko and Olson (1991) 

and Jiand and Olson (1994), respectively, developed compatible higher order super 

elements based on nine-nodded Lagrangian plate or sheE and three-nodded eccentric 

beam elements by utilizing the classical plate, shell, and beam theories. 

Using degenerated continuum finite element approach introduced by Ahmad 

et al. (1970) and Bathe (1982), Liao and Reddy (1989 and 1990) introduced 

the shear deformable beam-shell elements with material anisotropy. Compared 

to the Lagrangian elements based on classical beam, plate, and shell theories, the 

degenerated shell elements directly utilize three dimensional elasticity formulations. 
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However, as the thickness of the shell becomes smaller, the performance of these 

elements suffers from excessive stiffening of stiffiiess matrix arising from improper 

representation of the shear and bending stiffiiess terms. Liao and Reddy alleviated 

this problem by employing the reduced integration strategy. As stated by Jiang and 

Chemuka (1995), these beam-plate or beam-shell finite element models suffer from 

one drawback which does not stem from their accuracy but their modeling. These 

elements are connected to each other only at their nodal points with appropriate 

constraint conditions. Therefore, one possible placement of a beam element onto a 

plate or shell element is achieved by placing the beam element along the edges of 

the plate or shell element. In this case, the layout of stiffeners modeled by beam 

elements strongly influences the meshing of plate and shell elements, especially when 

repeated analyses are performed to estimate the spacing of stiffeners. For example, 

the influence of stiffeners may cause the shell or plate elements to be xmnecessarily 

refined in some areas where the stresses and the gradients of deformations are not 

so high. This problem is partially eliminated by Onate el al. (1994) through the 

placement of a beam element between any two nodes of the shell element. 

However, the desired configuration involves the placement of the beam element 

within the plate or shell element at arbitrary points and orientations. In this 

case, kinematics of the the stiffener are defined in terms of the kinematics of the 

master plate or shell element. Such a model is known as the stiffened plate or 

shell finite element. Because the beam kinematic field is described by the plate or 

shell kinematic field, only the plate and shell elements are needed to discretize the 

entire stiffened shell structure, thus eliminating the modeling difficulties attributed 

to the conventional beam-plate and beam-shell finite element models. An extensive 

literature survay on stiffened plate and shell finite element models are discussed in 
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Chapter 4. 

Although numerous publications exist in the literature on the development 

of suitable finite element models for the static and dynamic nonlinear analysis 

of stiffened panels subjected to mechanical loading, only a limited number of 

investigations exist on the finite element analysis of stiffened panels under thermal 

loading. CoUier (1992, 1993, 1994) analyzed the effect of non-zero temperature 

gradients across the thickness and on the surface of stiffened panels. In these studies, 

an eqmvzilent plate model based on classical lamination theory was introduced into a 

finite element formulation in order to account for anisotropic material properties of 

the stiffened panel. This is achieved by enforcing Kirchhoff's hypothesis to the 

variation of strain components across the stiffened panel cross section, thereby 

leading to expressions for in-plane, bending, and ui-plane-bending coupling stiffuess 

coefficients of a laminated plate representing the complete cross-sectional behavior 

of the stiffened panel. 

In the absence of stiffeners, on the other hand, numerous studies have been 

performed for the nonlinear analysis of panels subjected to thermal loading. Gossard 

et al. (1952) appears to be the first to investigate nonlinear behavior of thermally-

induced structures. By employing the Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin methods, they 

presented solutions for initially imperfect rectangular plates subjected to tent

like temperature distributions, lii their study, they incorporated the effects of 

thermally- induced stresses and initial imperfections into von Karman's classical 

large deflection theory. Similarly, Forray and Newman (1962) analyzed the 

postbuckling response of isotropic and rectangular plates heated symmetrically 

about two orthogonal centerlines. Their formulation provided flexibility in the 

choice of boundary conditions. Later, using the Rayleigk-Ritz and Galerkin 
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procedures, Mahayni (1966) extended the fonnvilation to the analysis of shallow 

cylindrical shells subjected to axially parabolic temperature distributions. 

Also, Basuli (1968) presented an approach for the large deflection analysis 

of plates tinder uniform temperatxire distribution based on the concept of total 

potential energy. In this approach, the energy contribution due to the second 

invariant of the restiltant strains is neglected in the total potential energy expression. 

This approximation, originally introduced by Berger (1955) for the large deflection 

analysis of plates, simplifies the von-Karman type coupled nonlinear partial 

differential equations to a set of quasi-linear, decoupled equations. Among the few 

investigations where Berger-Basuli type approximation was employed. Pal (1969, 

1973) analyzed the static and dynamic instability of heated circular plates subjected 

to non-xmiform temperatiire distribution both across the surface and through the 

thickness. For the dynamic analysis. Pal (1973) used the Hamilton's variational 

principle to derive the dynamic equilibrium equations of orthotropic plates. In 

this analysis, it was observed that the bifurcation buckling behavior gradually 

disappears as the temperatiire gradients through the thickness increases. Biswas 

(1974, 1976) considered the quasi-static large deflections of circular plates and 

equilateral plates under imifrom and non-uniform temperature distributions. He 

provided analytical solutions for circular and equilateral plates by utilizing the 

Bessel fimctions and Fourier series expansion, respectively. Biswas (1978,1981) also 

presented formulations and solution procedures to analyze the nonlinear behavior 

of heated orthotropic rectangular plates. He provided a one-term Fotirier series 

approximation for the transverse deflection (Biswas, 1981) by applying Galerkin's 

approach for the solution of governing equations. This solution method led to a 

cubic expression relating applied temperature to central transverse deflection-
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Unlike the aforementioned approaches for the nonlinear analysis of panels 

subjected to heating, Huang and Tauchert (1988a, b) directly utilized the total 

potential energy expression in order to determine the pre- and post-buckling 

equilibrium configurations of antisymmetric angle-ply laminates subjected to 

uniform and non-uniform temperature distributions. The minimization of the 

total potential energy expression was accomplished by the method of conjugate 

directions (Powell, 1964). This method permits the determination of the minimum 

of a function with respect to several unknown variables without requiring the 

differentiation of the function. In order to ensiare that the conjugate directions 

method converges to the actual equilibrium configuration, Huang and Tauchert 

used an incremental thermal loading procediure. 

In order to analyze the thermal postbuckling response of panels with 

orthotropic material properties, Raj'u and Rao (1989) developed a solution based on 

the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure with one-term double sinusoidal admissible function. 

They provided analytical expressions describing temperature- displacement path in 

the postbuckling range. These approximate techniques were also extended to the 

nonlinear thermoelastic response of emisotropic panels by Meyers and Hyer (1990, 

1991) and Singh et al. (1993). Meyers and Hyer utilized the first and second 

variations of the total potential energy expression to investigate bifurcation and 

postbuckling responses of quasi-isotropic panels. 

Although maj'ority of the analytical investigations concentrated on the energy 

and variational principles and utilized the total potential energy expression for the 

derivation of equations of equilibriima, only a few investigations directly utilized the 

equations of the nonlinear plate theory. Li this context, Stavsky (1963) employed 

the modified compatibility relation and moment equilibrium equations to derive 
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the large deflection equations for a flat rectangxilar heterogeneous plate under 

thermal loading. Librescu and Souza (1991a, b) developed a von-Karman type large 

deflection theory for plates made of transversely isotropic materials under combined 

uniform temperature rise and in-plane edge loads. Their formulation includes the 

effects of transverse shear deformations. They focused on the understanding of 

the effects of shear deformations and in-plane edge boimdary conditions on the load 

carrying capacity of the panel in pre- and post-budding equilibrium stages. Librescu 

and Souza (1993) and Librescu et al. (1994, 1995) further extended the nonlinear 

theory to include the effect of non-uniform temperature distribution on flat and 

cxirved panels under combined loading. Across the thickness, the temperatiire 

variation was assumed to vary linearly with the inner surface of the panel remaining 

at room temperature. Birman and Bert (1993) also considered a combined thermal-

mechanical loading. They developed analytic formulations describing the pre- and 

post-equilibrixmi paths of shells under thermal loading. Using the analytically 

derived expressions for the temperatxire v.s. central displacement, they identified 

the snap-through conditions for shells. 

These analytical predictions are limited to flat and curved panels subjected 

to thermo-mechanical loading. In fact, they siaffer from genergility when applied 

to structures with complex geometry and boundary conditions. In the context of 

nonlinear thermo-mechanical analysis of structures by the finite element methods, 

the esurly attempts were reported by Rao and Raju (1984), and Raju and rao (1984a, 

b ). They obtained solutions for the thermal post-buckling responses of straight 

(Raju a-nd Rao, 1984a) and tapered (Raju and Rao, 1984b) beeims. Beised on the 

approach introduced by Rao and Raju (1984), Chen and Chen (1989,1991) studied 

the thermal post-buckling response of laminated plates with or without temperature 
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dependent material properties. 

Madenci and Barut (1994) considered the stability and large deflection of 

flat and curved composite panels with cutouts subjected to uniform temperature. 

Recently, Noor et al. (1996a, b ) studied the case of thermal post-buckling of 

laminated panels with cutouts subjected to combined uniform temperature and 

in-plane compressive and shear loading. Noor and Peters (1997) also considered 

the case these composite panels are subjected to nonuniform through-the-thickness 

thermal loading. 

Although methods for large deflection and stability analysis of flat and curved 

panels as well as beam-columns due to thermal loading under various boundary 

conditions are well established, the finite element analysis on the non-linear behavior 

of stiffened panels under thermo-mechanical loading do not exist ui the open 

literature. Proceeding chapters present the formulation and validation of the shallow 

shell, beam and stiffened sheE elements in sequence. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A SHALLOW SHELL ELEMENT 

2.1Background 

The nonlinear structural response of laminated shells is commonly determined 

by performing a finite element analysis that is capable of adequately representing 

the shell curvature while accounting for large displacements and rotations, material 

anisotropy and transverse shear deformation. Numerous shell formidations involve 

either degenerate three-dimensional isoparametric elements to shell-type elements 

or established shell theories as the basis for shell element formulations. Although 

higher-order degenerate elements can adequately approximate general shell surfaces, 

they require the use of uniformly or selectively reduced integration schemes across 

the shell surface to eliminate the potential "locking" deficiency. "Locking" manifests 

itself by overstiffening the response of thin shells, often to the degree that the 

solution is rendered unacceptable. However, the reduced integration schemes may 

result in spurioiis zero energy modes. In the transverse direction, the use of the 

numerical integration may be computationally eq)ensive, particularly for laminated 

sheUs whose material properties vary across the thickness. 

Depending on the type of elements, the first degenerated shell element 

introduced by Ahmad et al. (1970) utUized either a3x3or4x4 mesh of 

Gauss points on the mid-plane for numerical integration over the surface. However, 

only two Gauss points were employed to perform the integration in the transverse 

direction. Based on the concept of uniformly or selectiely reduced integration 

schemes suggested by Ahmad et al. (1970), ZienJdewicz et al. (1971) applied 
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the selective integration approach to the transverse shear and in-plane stress 

components. The selective integration procedvire was also employed by Pawsley 

and Clough (1971) for the evaluation of each component of the strain energy in the 

construction of the element stif&iess matrix. The Gaussian points across the sturface 

were selected in a varying grid order for each component of the strain energy in order 

to avoid the excessive bending stiffness of the element. For a large deformation 

analysis of laminated shells, Chang and Sawamiphakdi (1981) used 8— and 9— 

node degenerate elements with and without reduced integration. The numerical 

integration across the thickness for the laminated materials was performed by either 

a 2—point integration scheme in each layer of the laminate or an equivalent stiffness 

for the laminated shell. 

These investigations indicate that the "locking" phenomenon is primarily due 

to the numerical integration across the shell sxirface with fall or uniform Gaussian 

grid points. Also, the numerical integration across the thickness becomes a major 

concern for laminated structures in which the integration needs to be performed 

for each layer. However, the explicit integration across the thickness based on 

certain assumptions on the Jacobian matrix alleviates this concern and reduces 

the computationed. time considerably. Vlachotsis (1990) presented a power series 

approximation for the inverse and determinant of the Jacobian matrix to perform 

the integration across the thickness explicitly. Also, the possibilily of "locking" for 

thin structvures was explained by decomposing the stiffiiess matrix into its bending 

and shear components. Integration across the surface was carried out by full, 

uniformly reduced, and selectively reduced integration schemes. For selectively 

reduced integration, 2x2 Gauss points were considered for the evaluation of the 

shear term, while 3x3 integration grid was used for the bending term of the element 
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stiflmess matrix. Buechter and Ramm (1992) discuss this problem and the recent 

techniques for explicit integration. They also present a comparison of the shell 

theory with the concept of degeneration in the presence of large rotations. 

By introducing an independent strain field in addition to the displacement 

field, Yeom and Lee (1989) developed a degenerate shell element based on the 

Hellinger-Reissner principle. They also used explicit integration across the element 

by allowing the determinant of the Jacobian to vary linearly in the thickness 

direction. This "locking"-free nine-noded shell element was proven to be acceptable 

for nonlinear ansdysis of laminated shells. 

Because of its ability to conform to general shell surfaces, a natural alternative 

to the degenerated elements is a doubly curved, shallow, triangular, shell element. 

With such an element, the stifEness matrix can be integrated exactly, thus 

eliminating the spurious zero energy modes. Although nimierous elements of this 

type exist, many suffer from the "locking" phenomenon. Tessler (1990) presented an 

extensive review of related elements, as well as a new element based on the Reissner-

Mindlin and Mar guerre theories. The Reissner-Mindlin plate theory represents the 

bending and transverse shear deformations, while the membrane and geometric 

coupling between in-plane and bending deformations due to the element curvature 

is represented by Marguerre's shallow shell theory. Invoking the appropriate shear 

and membrane relaxation parameters, this element becomes free of "locking" and 

proves to be rather robust for linear analysis of thin and moderately thick laminated 

shells. In this chapter, therefore, the extension of this element to the nonlinear 

analysis of composite shells wOl be presented. 
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2.2 Variational Formulation: The Principle of Virtual Displacements 

Consider the motion of a shallow triangular shell element at initial {t = 0), 

deformed (t = t), and next deformed (t = t -h At) configurations as illustrated in 

Figure 2.1. The element dimensions are defined by the thickness, H, area, A, and 

height, h(x,y), of the element mid-plane with respect to the element reference plane 

which is the projection of the mid-plane onto the (x — y) plane. The non-imiform 

temperature distribution in the shell element is denoted by T{x,y,z). Based on 

the co-rotational form of the total Lagrangian formulation, the initial configmration 

of the shell element, which translates and rotates as the shell element deforms, is 

utilized in expressing the equilibrium equations of the shell element. 

Next (unknown) de' 
configuration at t=t 

X 

Known (deformed) configuration 
att=t 

Initial (undeformed) 
configuration at t^ 

•x 

Figure 2.1. Motion of a shallow triangular shell element. 
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The formulation begins with the principle of virtual work: 

= / (Soef d'Y, (2.1) 
J°v, 

Between time t and t + At, o^s represents the components of the incremental Green 

strain tensor in vector form. The components of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is 

contained in vector denoted by lower-left subscript indicates the time 

of configuration by which the queintity is measvired. The upper-left superscripts 

refer to the configuration of the body at a specific time. The volume of the shell 

element at the initial configuration is denoted by and is the virtual work 

done by the external forces at time t -f At. The integral term on the right hand 

side of Equation (2.1) represents the virtual work done by the internal forces in the 

shell element. 

Under the assmnption that the material properties are temperature 

independent and remain constant throughout deformation, the Piola-Kirchhoff 

stresses can be decomposed as 

_ t+At _t+At ^9 9\ 

in which ^md arise from mechanical and thermal loads, respectively. 

The stress vector decomposed as 

=0 a-s + otTs (2.3) 

in which qO-j and Qtr^ denote the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses arising from mechanical 

loading at Hmp t and its increment between time t and t + At, respectively. 

Combining Equations (2.2) and (2.3) gives 
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Substitution of Equation (2.4) for in Equation (2.1) results in 

= f Soe^ila-s 'rs)d°V, + [ 5oe^ otTsd^V, (2.5) 
Joy, Jov. 

The vector of incremental Green strains in Equation (2.5) is defined as 

SQCs — "i" ^O^aN (2-6) 

where qEsl and qCsn represent the linear and nonlinear parts of the Green 

Lagrangian strains in vector form, respectively. Also, the incremental Piola 

Kirchhoff stress vector, o^s in Equation (2.5), is related to its coxonterpart, o^ai 

as 

00*5 = Q« 0^3 (2-7) 

in which Q« represents the anisotropic material property matrix. 

Substituting from Equations (2.6) and (2.7) for the virtucil incremental strain 

and incremented stress components in Equation (2.5) and rearranging the terms 

lead to 

Qs oes ^ 
Jov. J°V, 

- f '"""on + f 0''. ('"Vs 
JOV, J°V, 

- [ So^L '*%r. d'V, (2.8) 
Jov, 

The first integral term on the right hand side of Equation (2.8) is nonlinear in. terms 

of incremental displacement components; however, the remaining terms are either 

linearly related to or independent from the incremental displacement components. 
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The nonlinearity of the first integral term, however, may cause difficulties in the 

solution of equilibriimi equations. In order to relieve such difficulty in the solution 

process, the linearization procediire outlined by Bathe (1982) can be employed for 

the evaluation of first integral term, as the true equilibrium configurations will be 

searched by an incremental-iterative strategy. Thus, the following approximations 

are employed: 

SqCs — 

(2.9) 
Qa O^s = Qs 0€sL 

The incorporation of the linearization defined in Equation (2.9) into the first integral 

term in Equation (2.8) yields 

<5^= = f Qs oe,L -h f Soe^tr Ws d V, 
J°v. J°v. 

- f d'v, + f W. d'V. 
Jov, J°V, 

- [ ''"v. (2.10) 
J°V, 

Rearranging Equation (2.10) leads to 

f S<,4l Q. d''V, + [ go-, d'V, 
J°v, J°v, 

- f d'V. = svr- [ itr. d'V. 
J°V. Jov. 

+ ( d°V, (2.11) 
J°v, 

As shown in Figure 2.2, the element is made of a layered composite leiminate. 

Each layer is assumed to be homogeneous, elastic, eind orthotropic with elastic 

moduli. Ex and E2j shear modulus, G12; and Poisson's ratio, 1/12; and coefficients of 

thprmal expansion ai and 0:2• The subscripts "1" and "2" specify the longitudinal 
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and transverse directions relative to the fibers in the layer. Also, the position of 

each ply with respect to the element mid-pleine is denoted by the local coordinate z. 

Application of these geometric and layered material properties of the shell element 

to Equation (2.11) yields 

nO-g dzd^A + 

where K denotes the mimber of plies forming the laminate. The thickness of the 

layer is given by tk = Zk — Zfc-i- Material property matrix designates the 

orthotropic lamina and is referenced to the (x-y) element coordinate system as 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

2.2.1 Kinematics of a Shallow Shell 

2.2.1.1 Displacement Field 

In accordance with Mindlin's (1951) theory, the incremental displacement 

components u, v, and w in the r, y, and z directions are expressed as 

Usix, y, z) = Usq{x, y) -i- z9sy{x, y) 

Vs {x, y, z] = VaO (x, y) + Z0sa:(x, y) (2.13) 

Ws{x,y,z) =WsQ(x,y) 

The fimctions uq, vq and wo represent the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements, 

respectively, on the mid-surfece of the element. The bending (normal) rotations 

about the x and y axes are denoted by 0® and 9y, respectively. The element 
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k* Lamina t|̂  
Thickness I 

Height, h(x, y) 

Referance Plane 

^1) Ej) G[J, V,J, Ct^, (X; 

,Ply angle 

Figtire 2.2. Geometry and material layout of the shallow shell element 
with the positive directions of nodal displacements and rotations. 
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coordinate system is chosen such that the positive x-axis points in the direction from 

node 1 to node 2 of the element. As shown in Figure 2.2, the element reference plane 

coincides with the x-y plane. The components of the incremental displacements and 

bending rotations at each node of the element, with positive sign conventions, are 

shown in Figure 2,2. The variable z is defined as 

z = z — h{x, y) (2.14) 

where h{x, y) describes the shallow mid-surface of the shell element with respect to 

the reference plane. 

2.2.1.2 Strain Field 

At time f, the linear and nonlinear components of the Green's straui tensor in 

vector form are expressed as 

O^sL 

t 1 

*'^30,y "t" "i" ^^^ax,y 
^'^sO,y "f" ^,y ^'^aO,x ^(fiaXiX 

'lUaO,x-i- % 
^WaQ^y + 

t 2 i t 2 f t. 2 
^aO,y "I" ^aO,y ^aQ,y 

2(*UjO,a;'WaO,y ^'^aO,x^'^aO,y ~f~ ^'^aO,x^'^aQ,y) 
0 

'ay.y) (2.15a) 

0 

(2.156) 

As given by Tessler (1990), the linear component of the Green's strain tensor is based 

on the Reissner-Mindlin definitions (Reissner, 1945; Mindlin, 1951), combined witk 

Marguerre shallow shell theory (Mzirguerre, 1938). The nonlinear strain vector, 

e/v, is a von-Karman. (1910) approximation of its complete form (i.e., the nonlinear 

terms due to the gradients of in-plane mid-surface displacements are also included). 
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The linear and nonlinear parts of the incremental Green strain vectors, qCl 

and oeiv, are determined from 

o€L = Linear{ -q ^sL -q ^sn) (2.16a) 

o€jv = NonHnear{ -q ^sL -q ^n) (2.166) 

where the operators Linear{-) and Nonlinear{•) retain the terms that are linear 

and nonlinear in incremental displacement components, respectively. The vectors 

and are defined by Equations (2.15) but evaluated at time At. 

The explicit forms of the incremental Green strain vectors, o^l and o^aiVi are 

obtained as 

o^sL — * 

'^80,x ^f^,x'^sQ,x "f" ^'^sO,x'^aO,x T ''ysO,s''^sO,s ^^ay,x 
'^sQ,y "f" ^f^,y'^aQ,y "f" ^'U>sO,y'^aO,y "f" ^'^aO,y'^aO,y "f" ^^ax,y 

[wsO,y "i~ '^aO,x ^,s^sO,y ^,y^sO,s "f" '^aO,x^aO,y "i~ 

'^aO,y'^aO,x '^30,x1^a0,y '^aO,y'^3Q,x ^(^ax,x "i" ^ay,y)] 
'^aO,x "t~ ^ys 
'^aQ,y "f" ^ax 

^sO,« ^aO,as "f" '^sO,r 

o^iv =2 

where 

u aO,y ^aQ,y W aO,y 
2(Ug0^x^aO,y "i~ '^a0,x'^30,y'^a0,x'^a0,y) 

0 
0 

= ̂ ,a + ̂WO,a 

(2.17a) 

(2.176) 

s  =  x , y  (2.18) 

In the co-rotational framework, the initial displacement components, ^Uao, 'usOi and 

^Wao correspond to the deformational part of element displacements (i.e., when the 

total displacements of the element is subtracted from its rigid-body displacements). 

Similar to the assumption introduced by von-Karmeui for the nonlineeir part of the 
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Green strains, the order of the linear incremental strains given in Equation (2.17a) 

can be ordered as 

^h^yWsO 
.y I 
l,x / 
» 

^^aO,x'^sO,«) ^'^sO,x'^aO,yi ^'^30,y'^sQ,xi 
'lisO,yWsO,y) ''^sO.sUsO.X) 'VsOjX^sO.y) 
'fsO.yUsO,®) ^fsOiyfsOjy 

Based on this order analysis, the product terms associated with the in-plane 

displacements can be disregarded in Equation (2.17o) simplifying the linear 

incremental strains to 

0^3L = < 

W«0,x "i~ '^,x'W'aO,x 
'^30,y + 

^sO,y ''^sOjX '^,x^sO,y "t" '^,y^sO,3 
'^sQ,x f ^sy 
^aO,y ^8x 

9. 

9s 
sy,x 

> +Z < e. 
ax,y 

3x,x + ̂ ay,y 
0 
0 

(2.19) 

The Marguerre's shallow shell theory is originally based on the Kirchhoff 

assmnptions which disregards the transverse shear strains. The Kirchhoff 

constraints can be expressed in the form: 

Wao,x —^ —Oay and WsQ^y —y —dsx^oT H —V -0 

Invoking the Kirchhoff constraints to the terms arising from the Marguarre strain 

definitions (i.e., the terms involving '/i(a;, t/)) in Equation (2.19) yields 

O^sL — ^ 

l^aO.s ^^,x^sy 
'^aQ,y ^^,y^3x 

'^aO,y "t~ '^30,X '^,x^3x '^,y^sy 
^aO,x ^ay 

ax 

> -\-z< 

ay,x 

's®,y 
^ax,x "1~ ^ay,y 

0 
0 

Q^sN =2 * 

^aO,x ^aO,x ^aO,x 
^aO.y "^^aO,y ^sO,y 

2('UaOjX'UaO,y "f" '^aO,x^aO,y "f" ^aO,x^aO,y) 
0 
0 

(2.20a) 

(2.206) 
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2.2.2 The Principle of Virtual Displacements in Terms of Area Integrals 

Substituting Equations (2.20) for the incremental strain components and 

performing integration along the thickness direction in Equation (2.12) lead to 

f (Joe^L C, oesLd°A + f o^s d°A - f d^A 
JoA J°A J°A 

= f f (Joefi d°A (2.21) 
JoA J°A 

in which Cg is the constitutive matrix. It is composed of the extensional, A, 

membrane-bending coupling, B, bending, D, and transverse shear, G, sti&ess 

matrices (Yang et al., 1966) as 

C, = 
A B O  
B D 0 
G O G  

(2.22) 

with 
K 

hj = 1,2,3 
l,m = 1,2 

Aij = ̂ Qij\zk-Zk-i) 
A:=l 

fc=l 

fc=l 
K 

Gim = Q{+3,Tn+3 ~ ^fc-l) 
fc=l 

The vectors Id-a and are defined in. terms of the stress resxiltants as 

(2.23) 

t — i" t t t ̂  \ 

t+Ats.r _ r t+At^j.r t+Att^r 
0̂ 3 — I 0~e ' • 1 o'^t } 

(2.24a) 

(2.246) 

where the subscripts e, k, and 7 denote the contributions arising from the in-

plane, bending, and transverse shear deformations, respectively. By integrating the 
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mechanical (qO's) and thermally induced stresses across the thickness of 

the panel, these stress resultant vectors are obtained as 

= t r  

t 7\r O-i'trso: 
iiv 
t AT O^'crsj/ 

Q^erxx 
oMayy 

^ Q^axy 

O^xx 
o^yi/ 
0<^xy 

( t+At Qj-^rxx 
'+At jyj Qj-^ryy 
t+At jtj ^ Q^^Txy 

t+At-. 
Q ' X X  

t+At 
o^yy 

t+At 
O^xy 

>) dz (2.25a) 

t+At 
0-'"TSX 

t+At Q^Kl^yy 
'+Atj^ 

QiWl 

-IE. r'k ( Q^xx ^ 
= ^2 L M I ' ^ 

fc=l ^*'-1 o^^xy ) 

Txy 
f t+At 

t+ 
o'^xx 

•Ai 
o^yv 

t+At 
O^xy J 

•) dz (2.256) 

=E/N{?r 
^ Jzfc_i I ) L o^y« J 

(2.25c) 

The vectors oesi, and oCsiv, containing respectively the linear and nonlinear parts 

of the Green straia components meastued at the mid-surface, are defined as 

with 

oefx = {oeS:. oeL. (2.26) 

O^cL = * 

l^aOjX 
'^sQ^y 

sy 
.yi'ss 

^ '^sO,y '^sO,x ^,x^3x ^,y^sy ^ 

Q^kL = 

0. 

sy.® 
'sx,y 
+ ̂ a ss,® ' "sy.y 

t ^aO.y "f~ ^as J 

(2.27a) 

(2.27fe) 

(2.27c) 
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and 

O^sN = { o®riV' 0^' } (2.28) 

with 

Q&eN = 2 ^ 
^sO,x ^sO,x "f" ^sO,x 
wfo.y + ^fo.y + 'UJaO,y 

^ 2(Us0,sWs0,y '^sQ,x'^sO,y '^aO,x'^3Q,y) , 

(2.29) 
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2.3 Element Formulation 

2.3.1 Shape Fmiction Matrices for the Shallow 

Shell Element 

2.3.1.1 Anisoparametric Interpolation Functions 

Utilizing the C7°—anisoparametric interpolation fimctions derived by Tessler 

(1990), the incremental in-plane, transverse, and out-of-plane rotational 

components on the mid-surface of the element are approximated as 

3 6 

'^kwok -h ^ MkW^f, (2.30) 
k=l fc=4 

The in-plane displacement components,Ugo and Vao, are approximated by cubic 

interpolation functions, jVfe andjVc. The nodal values at the vertices are represented 

by UQk and uofc. The remaining nodal values are associated with the nodes along 

the edges, and and at the element centroid, uqc and vqc- The transverse 

displacement field, wq, is approximated by quadratic interpolation functions, Mfc, 

with wok and ic;^ representing the nodal values at the vertices and the middle of 

the edges, respectively. The out-of-plane rotational components, 63^ and dsy, are 

approximated by linear interpolation functions, ("&> with 9xk and 9yk representing 

nodal values at the vertices. The explicit forms of these interpolation functions are 

given in Appendix-A. 

In matrix form, Equation (2.30) can. be rewritten as 

Uao = Nv +-NcVc (2.31a) 
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0,0 = Nflv (2.316) 

where 

uro = {^«o, Vao, iy,o} and O^q = {9sx, day, 0} 

V^ = {U01, Vol, Wqu dxl, dyU dzi, • • • ,  

^^03) 'yOS) '"'03 > ^x3) ^y3) ^z3 } 

V={ti04> •••' '"0*91 U04, U^g, ^06) 

Vc={«Oc, ^Oc} 

The shape-function matrices and Nu are dependent on A^k and Mk, with 

k = 1,..., 9 and k = 1,..., 6, respectively. The matrix Ng contains only M:-

The matrix Ne is composed of the area coordinates ^k, with fc = 1,2,3. Although 

physically artificial, the rotational variable normal to the reference plane, is 

included in the formulation because transformation to global coordinates leads to 

non-zero rotations about all axes. The expHcit expressions for the shape-function 

matrices are given in Appendix-A. 

2.3.1.2 Edge Constraints 

The in-plane and transverse displacement components at the edge nodes are 

eliminated prior to the construction of the stiffness matrix by imposing the edge 

constraints on the linear part of the shear membrane strains. These constraints, 

introduced by Tessler (1990), are given in the form 

^[^'"oW + 9„Wl'«=0 

i i f  1  g 
9s'' I £vn(s) - s) - 0s£h(n, s) J 
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with, fc = 1,2,3 and p = 1,2. The subscripts r and n denote the directions tangent 

and normal to the edge of the element. The edge is specified by a superscript fc. 

The displacement components tangent and normal to the edge of the element 

are denoted by Us{s) and Vg^s), respectively. These displacements and rotations 

are related to their counterparts, defined with respect to the element coordinates, 

through appropriate transformations. 

Imposing the constraints given by Equation (2.32) along the edge of the element 

leads to the following transformation between intra-edge displacements and comer 

displacements: 

v^= L^v with p = u,v,w (2.33) 

or 

v= Lv (2.34) 

where 

tr. lF = [Ll Ll Ll] and ^ fT (2.35) 

with 

<9} 

The explicit forms of the transformation matrices L^(/? = u,v,w) are the same 

as those given by Tessler (1990). These matrices are presented in Appendix-A for 

completeness. 

After substitution firom Equation (2.34) into Equation (2.31a), Equations (2.31) 
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can be expressed in compact form as 

fuso \  ̂  [Ntt Nc] r V 1 
1 0 . 0  J  [ N e  0 j \ v j  

(2.36) 

in which N,t = Ntt+ Nu 

2.3.2 Linear StifiEhess Matrix 

Based on this form, the linear part of the strain vector, qCi,, given by Equation 

(2.20a) can be cast into 

(2,37) 

where By and B^ constitute the strain-displacement transformation matrices. The 

explicit forms of Bu and Be are given in Appendix-A. Substituting for qBl from 

Equation (2.37), the first integral in Equation (2.21) can be expressed in the form 

ksiii kaX.12 
l^L12 ksL22 U) (2.38) 

in which 

k.Lii= f (N^B^C,ByNy+<B^C,BeNfl 
J<A 

- h N f B j C s B ^ N ^  +  N j B j C s B g N e )  

k.Li2= f (NlBlCsB^N^ + NjB^C^BM d°A 
J°A. 

k.£22 = f N^B^C,B«Nc i°A 
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2.3.3 Geometric Stifihess Matrix due to Mechanical and Thermal 

Loadings 

In matrix form, the nonlinear part of the strain vector, qCsNi given by Equation 

(2.206) can be expressed as 

oe5v= 0^} (2.39) 

in which 

Sg — UsOjXj 'I^sO,X) "^sQjUi faO,yi } (2.40tt) 

and 

2).= 
'^sO,x ^s0,s '^3Q,X 0 0 0 

0 0 0 '^sO,y ^sO,v '^sQ,y 
'^aO,y '^aO,y ^sO,y 1^sO,x '^sO,s ^aO,x _ 

with the following properties 

where 

— o'^e — 

0-^e ~ 

t ]\T T tj\T T Q-i-^crxx*- Q-'-^axy*-
. Q^tTxy^ Q^cryy^. 

t+At T\J- T t+At Tvr T 
O-'-'TXS-'' Q-'-^TXy^ 

t+At T)J- T t+At nj- T 
O-^'Txy*- 0-' Tyy-*-

(2.406) 

5^,£s=^sSSs and (2.41) 

(2.42a) 

(2.426) 

with I being a 3x3 identity matrix. The vector £ can be expressed in the form. 

Ss = Sn sO (2.43) 

with the matrix differential operator 

1^1 (2.44) 
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Using this representation of qBsn and substitution for Uao from Equation (2.36), 

the second and the third integral terms in Equation (2.21), respectively, can be 

rewritten as 

T 

(2.45a) 

in which 

k,cru = [ 
J°A 

k,ai2 = [ Nj'S^ l%,BN,d°A 
J°A 

ie.BNcd'A 
JoA 

and 

L }' {V.} 

in which 

ksaii = f '+^^TeBN„d°A 
JoA 

k„i2 = f Nj'B'' '+^S5„SN,d?l 
JoA 

k,a22 = f NJ'B^ ^+^'o^^BNcrf°A 
JOA 

2.3.4 Internal Forces Arising from Mechanical and 

Thermal Loadings 

By substituting for the incremental linear strain-displacement relations from 

Equation (2.37) in conjunction with the finite element displacement approximations 

given by Equation (2.36), the foiorth and the fifth integral terms in Equation (2.21) 

ran be expressed ia the following form: 

(2.46) 
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in which 

fsa = f (N^B^ -hN^B^) d'k 
J°A 

f.« = f JjfBf sa, d'A 
JoA 

and 

in which 

f„ = [ (NjBj + Nj-B'S) '+^yr, d'A 
J°A 

f.rc = [ '+^Sr, d'A 
JoA 

2.3.4.1 Resultant Stresses Arising from Mechanical Loading 

In order to complete the finite element formulation of geometric stiffness 

matrices, iisaij and karij, and internal force vectors, (fao-, fgtrc) and (fsTjfarc), the 

resiiltant stress vectors qV, arising from strains induced in the element, and 

due to the thermally induced forces, must be determined a priori. The resultant 

stress vector qCTs can be determined incrementally by its decomposition in the form 

la, ='"'^0 -r 0^1 (2.50) 

where oS'a represents the incremental resialtant stress vector due to deformations 

evaluated in the preceding time step. By the constitutive relation, the incremental 

resxaltant stress vector, is related to the incremental resultant strain vector, 

from the preceding time step as 

oa=C,oe: (2.51) 

(2.47a) 

(2.476) 

(2.48) 

(2.49o) 

(2.496) 
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The incremental resultant strain vector, oe*, is composed of its Unear and nonlinear 

components in the form 

oe* = + oGajv- (2.52) 

in which oCax, and oe^jv" are defined by Equations (2.37) and (2.39), respectively. 

Also, the incremental displacements, u'ot and the incremental rotations, O^q, are 

evaluated from the preceding time step. 

Using the interpolation functions for the displacements and rotations given by 

Equation (2.36) and utilizing the matrix form of strain-displacement relations given 

in Equation (2.37), the linear part of the Lacremental resultant strain vector, oe*£, 

is written as 

oe:£ = [B« Be] 
Nc 

Ne 0 {:;} (2.53) 

As a result of the application of the von-Kann£in assumptions on the nonlinear part 

of the Green strains, Equation (2.15b), the nonlinear incremental strain resultant 

vector, contains the terms associated with the in-plane deformations only, 

i.e.. 

(2.54) 

X A 
where the vector oely (= ) is defined in Equation (2.39) in sub-matrbc 

form. Similar to the linear incremental strain component, the finite element 

representation of the vector oe^jsr ^ achieved by combining Equations (2.36) and 

(2.54) as 

= t,-^] 
.^CJ 

[N. (2.55) 
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where the matrices o*, tJ*, and are defined as 

o* = 

» = 

v' 
0 
0 

v 
0 

0 
0 
y* 

N« _0 
0 N„ 
0 0 

I— ^ d x  
0 

0 
I— 

0 0 

? 

o
 

r> 
• II 0 V- 0 J 

J 0 0 V' 

0 ' "Nc 0 0 
0 , 91c 0 ISTc 0 
N,, 0 0 N 
-a n 
•91/ 

a 
J 

The matrix differential operator, S, is given by Equation (2.44). 

Known incremental nodal displacement vectors, v* and v", fi:om the preceding 

time step permit the computation of the linear and nonlinear incremental resultant 

strain vectors, qCsI, oCsivi Equations (2.53) and (2.55), respectively. 

Although the incremental nodal displacement vectors are determined from the 

equations of equilibrium, their direct utilization in Equations (2.53) and (2.55) 

may cause difficulties and even deterioration of computed resxilts from their actual 

values. This is mainly due to the incremental rotations which can easily violate 

vector operations when they become large in magnitude. An in-depth disciission 

on finite rotations and a single pseudo vector representation of a set of consecutive 

rotations can be found in. the study by Argyris (1982). Therefore, the components 

of the V* and v* are treated by employing a co-rotational (moving or convected) 

coordinate system. This approach common in. nonlinear finite element analysis of 

plates and shells permits large rotations and simplifies the computation of internal 

forces. Argyris et al. (1964) and Wempner (1969) were among the early investigators 

who applied the convected co-ordinate system to the solution of nonlinear static 

problems; Belytschko (1973) also successfully employed the same approach to the 

solution of nonlinear dynamic problems. 
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In the co-rotational formulation, a moving cartesian co-ordinate system 

containing the initial configuration of an element is rigidly tied to the element. The 

configuration of the element described in this coordinate system may be called the 

ghost configuration. As the actual element deforms, the ghost configuration follows 

the element as a rigid-body motion. Thus, the distance between the deformed 

element and the undeformed ghost element is a measure of the actual deformations. 

The incremental strains given in Equations (2.53) and (2.55) can then be computed 

once the deformational part of the element displacements is extracted from the 

total displacements of the element because the rigid-body part of the displacements 

do not create strains and stresses. In this analysis, however, the configuration 

at the preceding time step is utilized as the ghost configuration. Therefore, 

the incremented deformational displacements and rotations are determined by 

subtracting the incremental rigid-body motion of the ghost element from the 

incremental displacements, (V, v*), of the actual element. The detailed formxilation 

of this method is described in Appendix B. 

The deformational part of the incremental nodal displacements and rotations 

of the element are represented by the vectors (v^jv'^^). In the computation of 

the incremental strains. Equation (2.52), and incremental stresses, Equation (2.51), 

these vectors are used in place of the nodal vectors, (V, v*). Therefore, with the 

resultant stresses known from Equation (2.51), the generation of the geometric 

stiffiiess matrix kgcxif and the internal force vector (fo-, f<rc) is completed. 

2.3.4.2 Resultant Stresses Arising firom Thermal Loading 

Unlike the incremental mechanical stress vector, tiie computation of 

the incremental resultant stress vector due to thermal loading is straight forward 
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because a direct relation between the stresses and the applied temperature can be 

established regardless of the magnitude of displacements or deformations. In this 

analysis the temperature distribution over the surface and across the thickness of 

the element is assiraied to be linear: 

Ux,y,z) = ̂ r(+)(l,!,)(l + |) + - |) (2.56) 

with 

In Equation (2.57), the temperature distribution over the upper and lower faces 

of the element are represented by the temperature field functions, {x, y) and 

Ta~\x,y), respectively. These functions are also approximated linearly in terms 

of temperatures at the nodal points by using the area coordinates, Cii C2) and Csi 

which are given in Appendix A. 

Based on the assumption that the material properties are independent of the 

temperature change, the relation between the thermal stress vector, and 

the applied temperature, as defined by Equation (2.56), can be written as 

+ |) - |)] (2.SS) 

in which the vector contains the thermal expansion coefficients of the layer 

defined with respect to the element coordinate system in the form 

ĉ l 0, 0} (2.59) 

The material property matrix, for the lamina is also used in Equation 

(2.22) for the construction of material properties relating the components of the 
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incremental resultant stress vector, o^s> to those of the incremented resultant strain 

vector, oCs-

Substituting from Equation (2.58) for the terms involving in Equation 

(2.12) and carrying out the integration along the vertical direction, z, leads to 

the relation between the thermal resultant strain vector, and the applied 

temperature, The resulting expressions for can be written as 

-h A^-> (2.60) 

where and A^~' are, respectively, 

A^'', 0^} (2.61) 

with 

+ ^(4 - 4-l)] (2.62a) 
fe=l 

= 5 E QS"<»?'[j(4 - 4-i) + 3g(4 - 4-i)l (2.626) 
fc=l 

and 

with 

Ai-'^ = {A(-'^, A{r'^, 0^} (2.63) 

A^-' = ^ - Zk-x) - - -^fc-i)] (2.64a) 
fc==l 

A" = 5 E Qi"«S"l5(4 - 4-l) - 3^(4 - (2.646) 
fc=l 

Finally, for a specified temperature distribution, in the form of Equations 

(2.56) and (2.57), substituting from Equation (2.60) for the resultant thermal stress 

vector, in Equation (2.41) and following through Equations (2.45) complete 

the formulation of the geometric stiffiiess matrix arising from thermal loading. 
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In the derivation of the internal force vector due to thermal loading, (far, fare), 

the vectors and interpreted respectively as the thermal stress 

resultants arising from temperature increase only at the upper and lower faces of 

the element, are defined in the form 

^ ̂ (+) {+At2K+) (2.65a) 

and 

(2.656) 

Using these relations, the thermal resultant stress vector, can be 

decomposed as 

r3 (2.66) 

With this equation, the internal force vector due to thermal loading given by 

Equation (2.47) can be decomposed as 

with 

and 

f w =  f (N^B^-t-N^B|')A«^-> d^A (2.68a) 
J°A 

= f d^A (2.686) 
JoA 

fC") = f (N^B^ +N|'B^)A^-> d°A (2.68c) 
JOA 

f,'-> = [ nJ 'B^A^-' d°A (2.68d) 
J°A 
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2.3.5 Virtual Work due to External Forces 

The virtual work due to extemeil nodal and traction 

is expressed as 

in which 

fe = p d°A (2.70a) 
JoA 

fee = P (2.706) 

with 

pr = {0, 0, p.} (2.71) 

In this analysis, only the externally applied pressure, is considered in the traction 

vector, p. 

2.3.6 Incremental Equilibrium Equations 

Substituting form Equations (2.69), (2.38), (2.45), (2.46), and (2.48) in the 

form of (2.67) into the statement of virtual work. Equation (2.21), and requiring 

the virtual displacements to be arbitrary result in 

X™ kSl] {vc } = {£}"{ 

in which liaTij form the tangential stifl5iess matrix as defined by 

forces in the element 

(2.69) 

^sTij — ^sLij ^sai] ('^j 3 2) (2.73) 
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2.4 Validation and Demonstration 

The first validation problem was first considered, by Horrigmoe and Bergan 

(1978). As in their analysis, the narrow plate has a length, width, and a thickness 

of 10 m, Im, and 0.1m, respectively. The Yomg's modulus is 1.2 x 10®i\r/m^, and 

the Poisson's ratio is 0. The finite element model consists of 20 elements, leading to 

120 degrees of freedom. The end moment and the force are applied in increments of 

1.25fciV", respectively. The sequence of deformations for the two loading 

cases are presented in Figure 2.3. The converged solution is achieved within 3 to 

4 iterations for each load increment. lii Figure 2.4, corresponding to each case, 

the transverse and longitudinal tip displacements at the center are illustrated as a 

function of the applied load. As shown in this figure, the present results correlate 

rather well with those of Horrigmoe and Bergan. 

The second validation problem has the geometric configuration and. material 

properties of the plate are the same as those given by Hsiao (1978). The plate has 

a length, width, and tiiickness of 40m, 30m, and 0.4m, respectively. Its Yoimg's 

modulus is 1.2 x 10®iV/m^, and the Poisson's ratio is 0.3. The plate discretization 

witL 96 elements (180 degrees of freedom), the location of the applied load, and 

the sequence of deformed configurations are shown in. Figtire 2.5. The maximum 

applied load of 40 kN is reached in five equal uicrements, for which convergence is 

achieved within 3 to 4 iterations. The load-deflection curves corresponding to the 

two plate comers are also illustrated in Figure 2.6, where the res\ilts are compared 

with those reported by ^iao. 

The third validation problem involves an isotropic ring plate clamped along 

the side anH subjected to a transverse line load along the other side of the radial 

slit as shown in Figure 2.7a. This problem, considered previously by Basar and 
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Ding (1992) £ind Buchter and Ramm (1992), demonstrates the capability of the 

present shell element under significant finite rotations. The plate dimensions are 

specified by a thickness of 0.03m, and inner and outer radii of 6m and 10m, 

respectively. The Young's modulus is 2.1 x 10®kN/m^. and the Poisson's ratio 

is 0. The line load is applied by p = 0.1 x / kN, with / being the load factor. 

The present anzilysis utilized 360 elements with 244 nodes whereas Buchter and 

Ramm employed 32 degenerated elements with 297 nodes, each having 6 degrees 

of freedom. The converged results were obtained within 20 eqxial increments in 

the solution procedure. The numerical results shown in Figure 2.7b illustrate the 

variation of out-of-plane deflection as a function of applied load at two locations and 

their comparison with those reported by Buchter and Ramm. As depicted in Figure 

2.8, the typical deformed configuration for a load factor of 60 exhibits pronoimced 

nonlinearity. 

The fourth validation problem, previously considered by Yeom and Lee (1989), 

involves large displacements and a snap-through phenomenon. The laminate 

stacking sequence is [0/90]^. and each lamina has material properties of E[, = 

3.3GPa, Et = l.lGPa, Glt = O.66GP0, and V£,t = 0.25. The curved laminate 

thickness, length, and radius of curvature are 12.6mm, 508mm, and 2540mm, 

respectively. The angle specifying the width of the laminate is 0.2radian. The 

concentrated force is applied at the center. The straight and curved edges have the 

boimdary conditions representing hinged and free edges, respectively. The laminate 

is discretized with 200 elements, and a constant cylindrical arc-length method is 

used in constructing the equilibrium path. A comparison of the load deflection 

curves with those of Yeom and Lee, who employed degenerated shell elements, is 

presented in Figure 2.9. The deformation patterns before and after snap-through 
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are shown m Figiire 2.10. 

The fifth validation problem involves the bifurcation of the equilibrium path 

from the pre-buclding to the post-buckling state. The geometry and material 

properties are the same as those specified by Nemeth (1989) in his experimental 

investigation. The laminate lay-up is [±30]6aJ, with thickness h = Q.Vlinch. The 

length of the square laminate, L, is 9.5inches, and the hole radius, i2, is 1.5 

inches. Each lamina has moduli of Ei = 18.5 x 10®psi, Et = 1.6 x 10®psi, 

Glt = 0.832 X 10®psi, and i/lt = 0-35. Along the upper edge of the laminate, 

the axial loading is introduced by imposing uniform end-shortening through a rigid 

stiffener. Its lower edge is subjected to built-in conditions. Along the vertical 

edges, in-plane displacements and rotations about these edges are permitted. To 

initiate the nonlinear response, a sinosoided imperfection with an amplitude of 0.1% 

of the thickness is used. The finite element discretization involves 458 shallow sheE 

elements. The equilibrium path is constructed using a constant arc-length method. 

The deformation of the laminate ia the pre- and post-buckled stages of the 

equilibrium path at varioios load levels is depicted in Figure 2.11. The variation 

of the out-of-plane and vertical displacements as a fimction of the applied load is 

shown in Figure 2.12. This figure also depicts a favorable correlation of the analysis 

results with the experimental ones meEistured by Nemeth (1989). 

The sixth vahdation problem is in nonlinear thermoelasticity analysis of 

laminates and involves cylindrically ciirved panel without a hole. As shown in 

Figxure 2.13a, the geometric dimensions and the material properties are the same 

as those used by Huang and Tauchert (1991). The planform dimensions, L and W, 

are both equal to 160 cm. The panel thickness, H, and the radius of cvurvature, R, 

are equal to 0.8 cm and 800 cm, respectively. Each lamina forming the panel has 
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the material properties El = 138GPa, Et = 8.28Gpa, Glt = 6.9GPa, vlt = 0.33, 

aL = 0.18 X 10~®/°C. Due to the presence of symmetry, only a quarter of the panel 

is modeled with boimdary conditions specified as 

Along symmetry line {x = W/2)-. u = w^x = 0 

Along symmetry line (y = L/2): v = it/,y = 0 

Along the edges {x = W,y = L): u = v = w = 0 

The comparison of the results describing the relationship between temperature and 

deflection at two different locations for a specially orthotropic, thick, curved panel 

is given in Figure 2.13b. As can be seen, the comparison reflects a close agreement 

between these two analyses. 

In order to demonstrate the capability of the present sheE element under 

non-uniform temperature distribution, a cylindrically-curved, angle-ply lamiate 

subjected to non-uniform thermal loading has been analyzed. The geometric 

dimensions and the material properties of the panel is shown, in Figure 2.14a. The 

temperature distribution on the upper and lower faces of the panel is considered 

to be in the form of one-temi double-sinosoidal functions with magnitudes 

and Tb, respectively. Hence, at any point, the through-the-thickness temperature 

distribution is obtained from 

T[x, y, z) = ̂ (1 - ̂ )Tuix, y) + ̂ (1 -I- ^)Tb{x, y) 

In. order to investigate the panel response for varying values of and the 

following parameter substitutions axe used: 

/? = r«/r6andAo = ^^^ 
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where /? is a constant parameter. For example, (3 = 0 indicates that there is 

temperature increase only at the lower face of the panel, and the through-the-

thickness temperature distribution linearly goes down to zero at the upper face. 

On the other hand, /? = oo indicates the opposite of /? = 0; that is, there Is 

temperature increase only at the upper face of the panel £uid the through-the-

thickness temperature distribution linearly goes down to zero at the lower face of 

the panel. Ea addition to these, /? = 1 indicates that the temperature variation 

across the thickness remains constant (i.e., = Tb). 

The analyses are carried out for /3 = 0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,1., and oo. The 

results are illustrated in Figure 2.14b. As can be seen, from /? = 0 to 0.3, the 

panel exhibits snap-through or snap-back type post-buckling behaviors. Between, 

P = 0.5 and 0.6, there exists a possible bifurcation point, i.e., the panel wiH go 

through either a post-buckling behavior or a large deflection behavior. 



Figure 2.3. Sequence of deformations of a narrow plate subjected to 
concentrated end (a) moment and (b) transverse load. 
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Figure 2.4. Transverse anH longitudinal tip displacements of a narrow plate 
subjected to a concentrated end (a) moment and (b) transverse load-
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Figure 2.5. Deformed configurations of the rectangular cantilever plate at 
various load levels. 
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Figure 2.6. The transverse deflection at one comer of the rectangular plate. 
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Figure 2.7. Cantilever ring plate with, a slit subjected to line load: (a) 
geometry and material properties and (b) comparison of present analysis 
with, the analysis reported by Buchter and Ramm (1992). 
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Figiire 2.8. Typical deflected configuration of the plate at p = 60/. 
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Figme 2.9. Central deflection of a hinged cylindrical sheE under a central 
point load. 
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Figvire 2.10. The deformed paths of the hinged cylindrical laminate before 
and after snap-through. 
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Figiire 2.11. The deformation of the laminate in the pre- and post-buckled 
stages of the equilibrixim path at various load levels. 
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Figure 2.13. Cylindrical laminate subjected to uniform thermal loading: 
(a) geometry and material properties and (b) comparison of results. 
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loading: (a) geometry and material properties and (b) comparison of 
results. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A SHALLOW BEAM ELEMENT 

3.1 Background 

Stiffeners form the skeletal part of stiffened structmes, which are idealized as 

beams and frames. Unless a detailed finite element analysis is performed using 

plate/shell elements to investigate deformations in a local region, stiffeners are 

usually discretized by straight or curved beam elements. In order to capture the 

true behavior of stiffened structures, it is necessary to iise a beam element that is 

kinematically compatible with the plate or sheE elements. The basic criteria is that 

the displacement field defined within the stiffener must be of the same order as the 

displacement field in plate/shell elements. La order to develop a compatible beam 

element for stiffeners, it is also necessary to analyze the performance of the beam 

element individually, i.e., disconnected from any plate or sheE element. In this 

chapter, therefore, the emphasis will be given to the development of a compatible 

beam element. 

Ill the development of beam elements, numerous studies have been performed 

for the linear and nonlinear analysis of frames. Li the finite element development 

of beams for linear analysis, Venkatesh and Rao (1982) presented a curved element 

based on the classical lamination theory. The stiffiiess matrix is derived based 

on the principle of TniniTrmm potential energy. Nimierical integration is used in 

the evaluation of the stiffiiess matrix. Each node has eight imknowns: three 

displacements and five derivatives of displacements in mixed form. Hermitian 

interpolation polynomials are utilized in the definition of displacement field. The 

beam cross-section is constructed by arbitrary number of bonded layers, each of 
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which has different width and thickness. 

Oral (1990) developed a shear defonnable tapered beam element for laminated 

beams. Similar to the element presented by Venkatesh and Rao (1992), the beam 

cross-section is made up of laminated material properties with arbitrary number 

of layers; the cross-sectional geometry can be arbitrary in one transverse direction 

and symmetric in the other transverse direction. Warping effects are excluded. 

The displacement field is derived based on the anisoparametric interpolation 

scheme (Tessler and Hughes, 1986). According to anisoparametric interpolation 

strategy, the polynomial order of transverse displacements are one degree higher 

than those of the in-plane displacements and bending rotations in order to satisfy 

kinematic compatibility of strain definitions. Initially, the element displacement and 

rotation fields are described with a complete cubic polynomial for the transverse 

displacements and quadratic polynomials for the in-plane displacements and twist. 

Applying the linear variation of transverse shear deformations, two of the unknown 

transverse displacement modes are expressed in terms of the remaining modes of 

displacements and rotations, thus resulting in a beam element with three nodes-two 

nodes are at the ends and one node at the middle. The element is shown to be free 

of shear locking and highly accurate in capturing true actions of in-plane, bending, 

and transverse shear deformations. 

One of the challenges in the derivation of a curved beam element is to handle 

the geometric coupling between in-plame euid bending deformations. If the element 

displacement field is inadequately approximated, the problem known as membrane 

locking occurs as the element becomes thin in both transverse directions. Analogous 

to the coupling between transverse shear and bending deformations, the inadequate 

representation of kinematic field between membrane and bending deformations in 
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the thin beam regimes results in a stifiiess matrix with improper ratio of membrane 

to pure bending stiffiaesses associated with the bending deformations of the element. 

Such stifihess matrices may yield displacements much lower than expected. In other 

words, locking phenomenon occurs. Stolzirski and Belytschko (1982, 1983) analyzed 

the reduced integration techniques to eliminate the membrane locking for curved 

beam elements. They showed that the membrane locking is associated with the low-

order approximation of in-plane displacements. order to overcome the stiffening 

effects in the element stifeess matrix, they integrated the terms arising from the 

coupling between bending and in-plane deformations \ising one to fovu: Gauss points. 

Their analysis indicated that the effect of curvature on bending is too large when 

more than two Gauss points are used. 

An alternative to reduced integration methods to eliminate membrane locking 

is to increase the order of polynomials associated with in-plane deformations 

and apply fiill integration to the stiffaess matrix calculations. In recent works 

by Tessler and Spridigliozzi (1996 and 1998), a penalty relaxation method in 

conjunction with the anisoparametric interpolation strategy was presented. They 

used the Timoshenko/Marguerre shallow beam equations in the definition of 

membrane strains. Approximating the cmrvatxire of the beeim as a third order 

polynomial, Tessler and Spridigliozzi (1998) developed a hierarchical displacement 

model that automatically satisfies the kinematic compatibility of in-plane strains. 

Their hierarchical model assiunes the order of in-plane displacements to be one 

degree higher transverse displacements to satisfy kinematic compatibility of 

Marguerre's equations for in-plane strains. In. order to test the accuracy of the 

hierarchical model, they considered a beam with C° continuous displacement model. 

By applying the energy balancing technique (Tessler and Hughes, 1986), they 
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derived tiie appropriate penalty relaxation factor for this shallow beam model. 

In their formulation, the stiffaess matrix is calculated explicitly without resorting 

to any numerical integration technique. 

In the development of jSnite element models for beams undergoing large 

deflections and large rotations, Kondoh and Atluri (1986) presented a beam element 

to analyze large deflection and postbuckling of frame structures under quasi-static 

loading. The stretching and relative rotations (bending deformations) of the beam 

are obtained through the polar decomposition theorem, which is similar to the co-

rotational formulation. The tangent stiffiiess matrix of the element is explicitly 

derived. There finite element model, however, excludes the effect of transverse 

deformations and deformed curvature of the element; the deformed geometry is 

approximated by a straight beam stretching between the two end points. 

Hsiao et al. (1987, 1988) presented a co-rotational procedvure for the large 

deflection and plasticity analysis of Euler beams. In order to eliminate the 

restriction of small rotations between two successive load steps, they introduced 

incremental and total finite rotation strategies, which extract finite rigid-body 

rotatios of an individual beam element and determines the true deformational 

motion of the element. In the computation of internal forces, the deformed curvature 

of the beam element was taken into account. In a recent work by Hsiao and Yang 

(1995), the curved Exiler beams were formulated for noidinear dynamic analysis of 2-

D flexible systems using the co-rotational approach. Although the element matrices 

were derived considering the curved element geometry, Hsiao and Yang (1995) used 

the matrices of a straight beam element for incremental equilibrium calculations. 

This approach is reasonable as long as the equilibrium configurations are obtained 

iteratively. 
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The nonlmear analysis of shear deformable beams was presented by 

Karamanlidis (1988) using the Hellinger Reissner variational formxzlation. 

Karamanlidis also utilized the co-rotational frames in the derivation of incremental 

eqxiilibriirai equations. Based on the Hellinger Reissner variational principle, 

Karamanlidis and Jasti (1987) presented a two-dimensional linearly tapered beam 

element for large deflection analysis of tapered beams. They demonstrated the 

disagreement of stepped approximations of tapered beams for certain problems. 

Sandhu et al. (1989) used the convected co-ordinates to formulate curved 

and twisted beams for geometrically nonlinear analysis. The reference plane of 

the beam is defined by ciirvilinear coordinates located at the mid-surface of the 

beam element. The transverse shear deformations of the element are obtained 

by employing Euler rotations and decomposing the total rotation of a point on 

the curviliniar axis into a rigid body rotation followed by small (deformational) 

rotation, which gives the average transverse shear deformations of the cross-section. 

Utilizing the updated Lagrangian description of motion, the element matrices 2u:e 

derived for a foxu--node isoparametric curved beam element that accounts for fiber 

reinforced material properties. 

The total Lagrangian approach were adopted by Alan and Lee (1989) for the 

thin and moderately thick composite becims with arbitrary cross-sections and Kreja 

and Cywinski (1991) for the nonlinear analysis of 2-D problems. The finite element 

model developed by Alan and Lee (1989) includes warping effects due to twist on 

beam cross-section. To carry-out integration through the thickness of the element, 

the strain components and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix are assumed to 

vary linearly. Kreja and Cywinski (1991) employed a degenerated continuum model 

to analyze the geometrically nonlinear problems in two-dimensional space. In both 
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finite element models, the Green Lagrangian strains were fully incorporated in the 

formiilation of element matrices and vectors. 

The present finite element model extends the two dimensional hierarchical 

shallow bezucn formulation of Tessler and Spridigliozzi (1998) to the geometrically 

nonlinear analysis of general frame structtires. In order to satisfy compatibility 

of the shallow beam element with the shallow shell element displacement field 

introduced in Chapter 2, the beam curvature is approximated by a quadratic 

polynomial; the transverse displacements are approximated by complete quadratic 

polynomials; and the axial displacement component is assimied in the form 

of a complete cubic polynomial. Also, the rotations about aU directions are 

approximated by linear polynomicds. As compared to the other beam element 

formulations, the present shcdlow beam element accoimts for arbitrary lamination 

and cross-section of beams in the formulation. In. the following sections, the 

development of this compatible shallow beam element is presented and validated 

with benchmark problems. 
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3.2 Variational Formulation: The Principle of Virtual Displacements 

Consider the shallow beam element at initial (t = 0), deformed (t = t), and 

unknown deformed (t = t+At) configurations as shown in Figm-e 3.1. The projected 

chord length of the beam on x-axis is denoted by I, The cross section of the beam is 

defined on the y-z plane. The beam curvature is represented by the height function, 

hb{x), defined along the x-axis. The temperature rise at any point on the beam 

is denoted by T. As adopted in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, the left superscript is 

used to denote a quantity at a specific time, and the left subscript is used to denote 

the configiu:ation by which the quantity is measiured. In the co-rotational form of 

the total Lagrangian formulation, the initial configmation of the beam element is 

rigidly translated and rotated to coincide with the ^x-axis. Using the moving initial 

configuration of the beam as the reference configuration, the principle of virtual 

displacements for the shallow beam element between t and t + At is given as 

S'W= f '+'^556 d'Vt (3.1) 
j°vb 

where "Vft represents the volume of the beam at initial configuration. The 

incremental Green strain tensor between time £ and t -h At is represented by the 

vector o€b. The components of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor for the beam 

element is contained in vector '"'"^oSb. On the left hand side of Equation (3.1), 

(JW® is the virtual work done by the external forces acting on the beam at time 

t -h At. The integral terms on the right hand side of Equation (3.1) represent the 

virtual work done by the internal forces developed in the beam element. 

Under the assumption that the material properties are temperature 

independent and remain constant throughout deformation, the Piola-Kirchhoff 
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Next Deformed 
Configuration 

Current Oefonned 
Configuration 

Initial Configuration 
t = 0 

Figure 3.1. Co-rotational description of motion of a shallow beam element. 

stresses can be decomposed as 

t+At„ t+At _ t+At _ 

in which and arise from mechanical and thermal loads, respectively. 

The stress vector can also be decomposed as 

*"'*^0^6 =0 + oo-b (3.3) 
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in which qCTi, and 00*6 denote the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses arising from mechanical 

loading at time t and in incremental form, respectively. Combining Equations (3.2) 

and (3.3) gives 

a-b + oo-b n (3.4) 

Substitution of Equation (3.4) for ^ Equation (3.1) results in 

dWi= f 5Q€l{l(Tb-'-^%Tb)d°Vb^ [ 6oel o(Tbd^Vb (3.5) 
yovfc jovt 

The vector of incremental Green strains in Equation (3.5) is defined as 

= ^O^bL + (3-6) 

where o^bL aad o€bW represent the linear and nonlinear parts of the Green 

Lagrangian strains in vector form, respectively. Also, the incremental Piola 

Kirchhoff stress vector, oO'b hi Equation (3.5), is related to its counterpart, oCb, 

as 

Q<Tb=Qb o^b (3.7) 

in which Qb represents the anisotropic material property matrix. 

Substituting from Equations (3.6) and (3.7) for the virtxial incremental strain 

and incremental stress components in Equation (3.5) and reatrranging the terms 

lead to 

SV3t= f So4 Qi 06i <i°H + f Jo-i d'Vt - f d'V^ 
joVfr jopi •'"n 

+ f ^o4l l<ri - f s»4c. "''"a-n, d'Vt (3.8) 
jovb j°vb 
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The first integral term on the right hand side of Equation (3.8) is nonlinear in terms 

of incremental displacement components; however, the remaining terms are either 

linearly related to or independent from the incremental displacement components. 

The nonlinearity of the first integral term, however, may cause difficulties in the 

solution of equilibrium equations. In order to relieve such difficulty in the solution 

process, the linearization procedure outlined by Bathe (1982) can be employed for 

the evaluation of first integral term, as the true equilibrium configurations will be 

searched by an incremental-iterative strategy. Thus, the following approximations 

are employed: 

(Jo€6 — socbl 
(3.9) 

Qb 0^6 = Qfe Q^bL 

The incorporation of the linearization defined in Equation (3.9) into the first integral 

term in Equation (3.8) yields 

= f So^L Qb 0€bL d°Vb + f 0O-6 d°Vi, -
J°Vi J°Vb 

f d°Vb + f (fo€6£ Q(Tbd°Vb -
j°vb j°vi, 

f So^L d% (3.10) 

Grouping the terms involving the unknown displacement components, o^bL and 

SoCbiTj on the left hand side of Equation (3.10) leads to 

f Qfc o^bL d^Vf, + f o<re,d°V6 — 
jovt, 

f So€m d°Vb = 5yr- f Sq^^. Wb d^'Vb + 
j°vb j°vb 

[ So4L iVb (3.11) 
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For an arbitrarily laminated cross-section of the beam, as shown in Figure 3.2, 

and under the assumption that the cross-section of the beam along its middle axis 

remains constant, the volimie integrals in Equation (3.11) can be written in terms 

of area and line integrals as 

f f, , dA^^^d°x-h f Wb dAl'^d°x -

J-'tiK' 

f IZ /, 1 0<^«' dA^'^h^-'r f f dA^^^d^x (3.12) 

The area, denotes the segment of the cross-section as shown in Figure 

3.2a. The integration over the cross-sectional area of the beam is carried out 

by discretizing the cross-section into finite number of segments and perfonning 

integration locally in each segment as shown in Figure 3.2b. 

3.2.1 Kinematics of a Shallow Beam 

3.2.1.1 Displacement Field 

Based on the Timoshenko beam theory, which assumes constant transverse 

shear deformation across the thickness of the beam, the displacement field at a 

point in the beam can be expressed as (Oral, 1991), 

uhix, y, z) = ubq{x) -h z9byix) - ydbzix) 

Vb (x, y, z) = vtQ (x) - zdbx (x) (3.13) 

Wbix, y, z) = Wbo(x) + ydhx{x) 

where uo, va, and wo are the displacements defined along the longitudinal axis of 

the beam; 0x, Qy, aiid. Qz represent the rotations about the x—, y—, and z—axes. 
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Figiire 3.2. Close view the laminated shallow beam: (a) discretization of the cross-
sectional profile into Kb segments and (b) detailed view of the segment in a local 
co-ordinate system. 
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Figure 3.3. Sign conventions for displacements and rotatioiis of the shallow beam. 

respectively, The sign convention for the displacements and rotations are illustrated 

in Figure 3.3. The components of the height vector, h^, with respect to the reference 

axis (x—axis) as shown in Figtire 3.1 are denoted by hy and in the y and z 

directions, respectively. In Equation (3.13), y and z represent the coordinate of a 

point on the cross-section of the beam measured with respect to the neutral axis of 

the beam as illustrated in Figure 3.2a. These co-ordinates are parallel to the {y — z) 

plane and expressed as 

y — y — hy {x) and z — z — hz (x )  

3.2.1.2 Strain Components 

Assuming that the normal and shear deformations in the y — z plane are 

negligible considering only the linear part of the transverse shear strains in 
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X — y and x — z planes, the Green strain components reduce to* 

t ^ 
o^bl •,x 

•,x 

t-
O^iV 

^'^bofx ^'^bo,x^y,x "i" ^'^bo,xf^z,x "i~ ^ ^^by,x h ^^bz,. 
^vi)0,x ~ ^^bz ~ ^ ^^bx, 
''WbO,x + ̂ 9by + y %x,. 

[|CW60,® + ^U60,x + ^^60,«) + ^Cno,x^dby,x-

^bx,x) "t" y( ''^60,X ^bz,x "i" '^bo,x ^bs,x)j 
0 
0 

(3.14a) 

(3.146) 

where *hy and are defined as 

^hy{ x )  = hy{ x )  +' i;bo(2^) and *^hz{ x )  = /ir(x) 1060(2;) (3.15a, h) 

After evaluating Equation (3.14) at time steps t  and t +A t ,  the linear and nonlinear 

parts of the incremental Green strain components are extracted by 

(3.16) 
q^bl = linear ('"^^^661, + — Qfibiv — 0^6/v) 

o€6w- = Nonlinear- o«6iV-) 

where the operators Linear{-) and Nonlinear^-) are previously defined in Equation 

(2.16). The explicit expressions for o€6£ and oem are obtained as 

ocl = < 

z < 

t^60,x 'W60,«^60,X "t~ ^hy^vbq^x "i~ ^^z,x'^bq,x 
1^60,» ^bz 
'ulbo,x + oby 

\pby,x "f" ^by,x'^bo,x "i~ ^60,x^6y,x 

^60,s^6«,x f^bO,x ^6x,x] 
~^bx,x 

0 

• + 

• In the derivation of Green strain components giv«i by Equation (3.14) for the 
beam, the assumptions introduced by Novozhilov (1953) are used to reduce the 
degree of nonlinearity in the expressions. 
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( [""^62,s "^boix^bz,! &bz,x'^bo,x 

y J WbOyX^bXjX '^bOjX ^bx,x]i 
0 

^bx,x 

(3.17a) 

[ni'^boyx + ''^bo,x '^bo,x) "f" ^('"60,x^by,x ~ vbo,x^bx,x) + 

O^iV = < y( '^bo,x^bz,x "I" '^bo,x^bx,x)\ 
0 
0 

• (3.176) 

In the co-rotational framework, the displacements and rotations relative to the 

moving co-ordinate system are considered small. Therefore, adopting an order 

analysis similar to the one introduced for plates (von-Kannan, 1910; Fung, 1965), it 

is possible to eliminate certain terms from the incremental Green strain components. 

As part of the von-Karman assumptions, the initial transverse displacements, gt/fco 

and *WbQ reflected in quantities ^hy and can be assumed to be much larger than 

the initial axial displacement component 'u6o- Furthermore, the derivatives of dby 

and 9bz (i.e., the curvatures) have the same order of magnitude as the derivative of 

^60- this case, the following order analysis can be established: 

^hy^x'^bo,xi ^2,X'^60,S ^ * 

liivokuig this order analysis into Equation (3.17) yields 

^'^botxf^bojxi ^^^by,x'^bo,xj ̂ ^'^bo,x^by,xt 
^"^bofx^bxtxt •2^'60,s'^bx,®) y^'^bo,x^bz,x^ 

^ y^^bz,x'^bo,xi ^'^bq,x^bx,xj y'^bo,x^9bx,x 

r '^60,x ^^y,x'^bo,x hg^x'^bq,x ^by,x 
o^l ~ \ 'ffiOjX ^bz y + z < ~sbx,x * 

lUbO,® + &by 0 
^ / 

^ (3.18) 

Finally, the Kirchhoff constraints that are imposed to the Marguerre related terms 

in the formulation of the shallow sheE element may also be applied, to the shallow 

beam formialation. The analogue of Kirchhoff constraints for beam elements become 

the Euler constraints expressed as 

VbO,x dbz and —y —Oby as Af, —y 0 
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with Af) denoting the cross-sectional area of the beam. Substitution of these 

constraints into Equation (3.18) gives 

^^60,x "f" ^f^z,x^by 1 ^by,x 
Q^bL — VbQ,x ^bz > + Z < ~0bx,x 

WbQ,x + dby J I 0 
+ y < 

f -^bz,x 1 
0 

. ^bx,x , 

> (3.19) 

3.2.2 The Principle of Virtual Displacements in Terms of Line Integrals 

Substituting from Equations (3.19) and (3.176) for the incremental Green strain 

components into Equation (3.12) and then performing integration across the cross-

sectional area of the element result in 

/ (JoeJi, Cb oebL d°x + / Joe^jy- o^b d°x -
Joi Joi 

f ^oe&iv = (SW® - f Soe^^ d°x + 
joi joi 

[ SoBbL d^x (3.20) 
j°i 

where oetx, and oCfeiv are defined as 

0C6L ~ t'^60,® "f" ^f^,x^bz '^r,x^6y) ''^60,® ^hzi 

f^bO,x'^^byi ^bx,xi ^by,xj } (3.21ci) 

0e6iV = {K^60,x + ̂ '60,3:+^60,x)' 0' 0' 0' 

'^bQ,x^by,x '^bO,x^bx,xi ^60,x^6z,« "f~ f^bQ,x^bx,x I (3.216) 

The resultant stress vectors, and contain, respectively, 

—{\^(txi q^(tyi o^itzi o^txt q^<tyi 0^<rzy (3.22) 

with 
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kk . 
(o-^ggi Q-^uv) Q-^gg) ~ (3.23a) 

i=l •'^6 
k-6 

i0^<txj0^vyj0^<tz) = ̂  ̂  i (y qo'xz ~ ^0<^xyi^0'^xx^~y 0^xx)d'-^b^ 
1̂ 1 k' 

and 

t+At r t+At *;• t+At t+At fj 
0~b ~ I o-'-^rxi q-^^ryi q-i-^tzi 

(3.24) 

with 

f t+At lyr t+At j\r t+At J\T \ _ \ q-i-^txi o-'-^ryi q-^^tsj — 

y; f f '+^'„T„, '+«r„)<i4'' (3.25a) 
t=l *'^b 

( '*'^^mry, '+'"SM„) = 

y) /" (y'"^"'i;,-z'+'^J|rj5,z'+'^Sn=.,-y'+'^Sr,;.)dA^'' (3.256) 
' Ja\>) i=l *''^6 

The direct establishment of the material property matrix, Cb, in Equation 

(3.20) is difficult because the cross-section of the beam can be arbitrary in shape 

and composed of different materials. However, the material property matrix can be 

approximated for arbitrary cross-sections made up of laminated materials as shown 

in Figure 3.2. Each segment of the cross-section is represented by a layered material 

and assigned a local co-ordinate system with the horizontal axis parallel and the 

vertical axis perpendicular to the layers stacked on this segment, as illustrated 

in Figure 3.2b for the segment whose local co-ordinate system is designated 

by 5"^*^ — and —axes, lii the segment, each layer is assumed to have a 

rectangular geometry with thickness and width y'i^^ —y'^-^- Thus, the 
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material property matrix for the segment can be determined as 

r r"! r"! 
^12 c" *^13 r" ^14 C'i, r" 1 ^16 
C22 n" c" 024 C'i, r"' ^26 

c" *^33 c" ^34 c" ^35 c" <^36 
Sym r" 044 c'U 

CI, 

c" ^46 
c" ^56 
c" <-'66-' 

(i) 

(3.26) 

where the explicit expressions for are given in Appendix C. Using matrix 

the incremental resulteint stresses (mechanical), , on the segment ith 

are related to the incremental resultant strains, i as 

//(*) 
qf^b 0®b (3.27) 

in which ' and refer to the origin of plane. Both o^b 
,//(»•) 

and can be transformed from (y"*"'' — 2"^'') plane to (y — z) plane as 

065^'^ =Z('^oeb (3.28a) 

(3.286) 

with denoting the transformation matrix between (y"^*^ — 5"^*^) and (y — z) 

planes. The contents of the matrix Z^*^ are given in Appendix C. Note that the 

incremental strain vector oCb appears without the superscript i on the right hand 

side of Equation (3.28a). This is due to the fact that the strain resultants in the 

(y ~ ^) plane are the same in each segment. lii fact, the vector oCb represents 

only the incremental strsdn resultant vector defined along the middle-line of the 

element. The portion of the total incremental stresses reflected from the 

segment is represented by the vector Thus, the total incremental stress 
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resultants associated with the cross-section can be obtained from the sxmmiation of 

the incremental resultant stresses from all segments, i.e., 

= (3.29) 
i=l 

The relation between the vectors 0^5*^ and are obtained by substituting 

Equations (3.28a) and (3.286) for and in Equation (3.27), respectively, 

as 

oS'J*) = Z (3.30) 

where the transformation matrix is orthonormal. Substitution from Equation 

(3.30) for 0^6 into Equation (3.29) yields 

0^6 = (^Z«>^cf'z('>)oet (3.31) 
i=l 

Utilizing the incremental stress-strain relation for the beam written as 

0^6 = Cft oCj (3.32) 

and by comparing Equations (3.31) and (3.32) the material property matrix can be 

obtained as 

Cft = ^ (3.33) 
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3.3 Element Formulation 

3.3.1 Shape Function Matrices for the Shallow 

Beam Element 

3.3.1.1 Anisoparametric Interpolation Functions 

Development of a stiffened shell element requires that the kinematic 

compatibility between the beam and the shell element be satisfied. In other 

words, the order of polynomials representing the displacements and rotations in 

the beam element miist be of the same order as those representing displacements 

and rotations in the shell element. In the finite element formiilation for the shallow 

shell element, the in-plane displacements, the transverse displacement component, 

and the out-of-plane rotations are approximated by complete cubic, quadratic, 

and linear polynomials, respectively. In the formulation of the beam element, 

therefore, the axial displacement component, uto, is approximated by a complete 

cubic polynomial, while the transverse displacements, ujo and wto, are approximated 

by complete quadratic shape functions. The compatibility of the bending rotations, 

dbv and 0bz, as well as the twist, are established by linear polynomials. Thus, 

the approximations for displacements and rotations using these shape functions can 

be written in the form 

•"60 = ̂ 1^01 "T N2U02 + ̂ 3^^^ 

UbO = MIUol + M2U02 + 

wbo = JVCiWoi + m2w02 + 
(3.34) 

dbx = + ̂2^x2 

^by = ^2^y2 

dbz = "f" ^2^22 
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where uoi, uo», and woi, i = 1,2 refer to the displacements at the end points of the 

beam; 9xii and dgi, i = 1,2 are the nodal rotations at the end points. The 

interior nodal degrees of freedom, v^, and Wq^ are denoted by the right 

superscript "+". The explicit expressions for the shape functions in Equation (3.34) 

are given in Appendix C, and this equation can be rewritten in matrix form as 

Uo = NfeuVbH- NbttVb (3.35o) 

060 = NbflVfe (3.356) 

in which N6«, and Nae are given in Appendix C. The vectors V6 and vt are 

defined as 

V^ = {U01, v o i ,  w o i ,  ^zl> 

lt02, U02) IU02, 0x2, &y2, ^z2} (3.36a) 

^04' } (3.366) 

3.3.1.2 Constraint Conditions Along the Beam Neutral Axis 

As suggested by Tessler and Spridigliozzi (1986) for the analysis of two 

dimensional shadlow beams, the interior nodal displacements can be eliminated 

by imposing the constant strain condition (for the linear part of the incremental 

strains). These conditions can be expressed as 

~ — = 0  f c  =  l ,  2  

(3.37) 

g^(w6O,.+9»,)=0 
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Imposing these constraint conditions leads to Equation (3.38) that relates interior 

displacements to the end displacements and rotations: 

Vb= Le>Vb (3.38) 

where Le, is given in Appendix C. Substituting from Equation (3.38) for Vj, into 

Equation (3.35a) results in 

Ufco = NfeuVb (3.39) 

with 

(3.40) 

Combining Equation (3.39) with Equation (3.356), the compact form of the nodal 

displacements and rotations are obtained as 

Nbu 
nte 

Vb (3.41) 

3.3.2 Linear Stifi&iess Matrix 

The finite element representation for the linear part of the incremental strains 

are given by 

o^bl = [Bfru, bbff ] 
Nb, 
Nm 

Vb (3.42) 

The matrices Bbu and Bbe are given in Appendix C. Considering the expressions for 

QCbz in Equation (3.42), the first integral term in Equation (3.20) can be rewritten 

in matrix form as 

^o^bL Cb o^bL d°x = <yv^kbLVb (3.43) L 
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in which. 

N^gB^ffCi>BtuNbu+NfffB^Ci,BMN(,0)d°z (3.44) 

3.3.3 Geometric Sti&ess Matrix due to Mechanical and Thermal 

Loadings 

The nonlinear part of the incremental resultant strains, o^bu, can be expressed 

in matrix form as 

OCbiV = (3.45) 

where 

^60,s ^60,X '^bO,x 0 0 0 • 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

^b 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

^b — 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
^by,x ^bx,x 0 "1^60,X tibo X 0 

- ~^bz,x 0 Obx,X WbO,x 0 ''^bO.x -

5^ — 'C "^bOjXy •fbOiX) WbO,x ^bXjXj ^by, Si dbz,x } 

(3.46a) 

and 

The matrix iOb and the vector £b possess the following properties: 

scd(,£b = ̂ f,6£(, 

and 

(3.466) 

(3.47a) 

Bf(lST„ = (Se», (3.476) 

in which the components of o©6 and are defined in Appendix C. Also, the 

vector £(, can be rewritten within, the finite element approximations as 

£t = [bbu bbe] 
N5u 

nte 
n (3.48) 
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where the matrix differential operators, Bbu and Bbe are defined as 

bbu = 

bbe = 

d 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
d 

0 
0 

0 
d 

d^x 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
d 

d'^x 
0 

0 
0 
d 
d°x 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
d 

d'^x 

(3.49a) 

(3.496) 

After substitution from Equations (3.45) through (3.496), the second and the 

third integral terms in Equation (3.20) are expressed in matrix form as 

I. o^b d°x = (Jvbkfco-vb (3.50) 

with 

and 

with 

se^n- ^ l % d ° x  =  s v b k b r ^ b  

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

 ̂= I +NS.BL''^^'o56SMNM + 

NSsS d'x (3.53) 
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3.3.4 Internal Force Vectors Arising From Mechanical and Thermal 

Loadings 

The finite element representation of the last two integral terms in Equation 

(3.20) is established by employing the finite element definition of oeji, from Equation 

(3.42): 

f Soê i la-b d°x = Jvj'ffto- (3.54) 
j o i  

with 

fto= (3.55) 

and 

f d°x = Jvj'fbr (3.56) 
j ° i  

with 

fa, = d°x (3.57) 

3.3.4.1 Computation of Thermally Induced Resultant Stresses 

The internal forces due to thermal loading, '"*"^0^, arise from a linear 

temperature distribution, along the axial direction and a uniform temperature 

increase across the beam cross-section. Hence, the variation of the temperature 

distribution is approximated in the form 

y, z) r6(a;) = (3.58) 

where and ^2 are given in Appendix-B. The temperatinres at the nodal points are 

denoted by and at time t -r At. 

With the assumption that the material properties are independent of the 

applied temperature, the pointwise stress distribution in the beam due to thermal 
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loading can be written as 

= (3.59) 

in which, the vector cei, contains 

OC^ = {cXxi OCxyt Q!bz } (3.60) 

where a®, axy, and oixy are the coefficients of thermal expansion in the element 

co-ordinate system. Substitution from Equation (3.59) for the thermal stresses into 

Equations (3.25o) and (3.256) leads to the thermal stress and moment resultants 

vector '"'"''^0^ defined as 

= (3.61) 

where A contains 

= (AiVa., A^-y, AiVz, AAfa;, Aify, AATZ } (3.62) 

with 

AiVs = / {QiiaxQizotxy •¥ Qy^OLxz]dAh (3.63a) 
jai, 

AiVy = / [Q13OC3; + Qzsocxy+Q3'iOCxz)dAb (3.636) 
jak 

AiVz = / { q i a o c x q s ^ o c x y  +  q 4 ^ 0 ^ t r ) d a b  (3.63c) 
jab 

•A-Jlfx = / [y(Ql4Q!x + Qz^otxy + QaaOCxz) ~ 
jat, 

z{Qi301x + QAAO^xy + Qz4,0Lx z ) ]  DAB (3.63d) 

A-Afy = / z(Qll0Cx + Ql30^xy+Qu0Cxz)dAb (3.63e) 
jat 

AmZ = / -y(Qiiocx+Qi30ixy+Qi40Cxz)dAb (3.63/) 
jak 
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in which Ab is the cross-sectional area of the beam. Note that both Qij and 

ctp [p = 1,3,4) are defined on the (y — z) plane. As pointed out previously, in 

the derivation of the material property matrix, the irregular geometry and material 

properties across the cross-section of the beam can cause difficulties for direct 

integration of Equations (3.63). Thus, an approach similar to the approximation 

of material property matrix is used for deriving the expression for vector A{,. 

Considering Figure 3.2b, Equation (3.61) can be written for the segment as 

= a;'^*^+^^T(x) (3.64) 

where the vectors ^ and are defined with respect to the local 

(double-primed) co-ordinates. The details of for the segment is given in 

Appendix C. Transformation of thermal resultant stresses from the plane to 

{y — z) plane is achieved by using the transformation matrix given in (3.286) 

(3.65) 

The overall stress resultants for the cross-section of the beam can be obtained by 

simamation of the stress resxiltants arising from each individual segment, 

0^—2^ on 
{=l 

1=1 

fcff 
= ̂  (3.66) 

i=l 

Comparison of Equations (3.61) and (3.66) leads to the vector At as 

t (n 
Ab = ^Z^^ A^'^^ (3.67) 

i=l 
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After detennining the stress resultants from Equation (3.66), the generation 

of the geometric stifiness matrix and the internal force vector associated with the 

thermal stresses are completed via substitution of Equation (3.66) for in 

Equations (3.52) and (3.57), respectively. 

3.3.5 Virtual Work due to External Forces 

In the absence of body forces, the virtiial work due to extemsd forces (vertical 

distributed forces, and the nodal forces), JW®, can be expressed in the form 

(3.68) 

where 

fte = a'"""" + f d'x (3.69) 
j o i  

with, defined as 

p^ = {0, py, p,} (3.70) 

3.3.6 Equations of Equilibrium 

Substituting from Equations (3.43), (3.50), (3.52), (3.54), (3.56), and (3.68) 

into the statement of virtual work given by Equation (3.20) and requiring that 

(Jvfe is arbitrary (i.e., non-zero), the equations of equilibrium of the shallow beam 

element is obtained as 

kftrVfe = fbe — fto- -r ffrr (3-71) 

with 

(3.72) 
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3.4 Validation and Demonstration 

The first validation problem involves the large deflection analysis of a cantilever 

circular arch subjected to a vertical point load at the free end. The geometric 

dimensions along with the material properties is shown in Figure 3.4a. The arch 

has a radius oi R = 100m, bend angle 45°, and a square cross-sectional area Im^. 

The isotropic material properties of this arch are identified asE = lO'^psi and u = 0. 

This problem was also considered as a benchmark example by other 

investigators (Hsiao, 1987a,- Crisfield, 1990; Bathe and Bolourchi, 1979 and others). 

Tip deflections of the cantilever beam in -X", y, and Z directions are shown in Figure 

3.4b. Also shown in figure is the comparison of the present shallow shell beam 

model with the finite element results reported by Bathe and Bolourchi (1979). In 

the present analysis, the cantilever arch is modeled by 6 shallow beam elements, 

each having equal chord length. As depicted in Figure 3.4b, there is a remarkable 

agreement between the present results and those reported by Bathe and Bolourchi. 

The second validation problem is considered to examine the capability of 

the present shallow beam model in predicting the large displacements and large 

rotations of a highly flexible structure. As shown in Figure 3.5a, one end (if = 0) 

of a two-round spiral ring is clamped while the other end (if = AitR) is subjected 

to a vertical point load. The spiral ring has a radius of iE = 1.5m and a square 

cross-sectional area 0.06 x 0.06in^. The ring is made up of an isotropic material 

with elastic material properties E — lOOGpa and u = Q. 

Figure 3.5b illustrates the normalized deflections of the free end of the beam 

as a fimction of the normalized load applied in 20 equal increments. The finite 

element discretization of this spiral ring contains 120 equal chord-length shallow 

beam elements. As observed from the load deflection path at the free end of the 
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ring, the present shallow beam element can predict very large magnitude of the 

transverse deflection component, w, which is as large eis twice the radius of the 

ring. The typical deformed config\irations of the ring at various load increments are 

presented in Figure 3.6. 
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clamped E=107 psi 
v=0. 
t=s=l in 

R=lOOin 

a 

o.s-

Present 

Bathe and Bolourcbi (1979) 

-W/R 

a 
o I 4» 
C i U "O t 

0-2-t f/t 
sA v c 

J 0.2^ 
-U/R 

0.1-

0.0. 
s 3 7 0 I 4 

Load paiameter, Jc-PRVH 

(b) 

Figure 3.4. Cantilever arch, subjected to concentrated load at the tip: (a) geometry 
anH material properties and (b) comparison of results for normalized displacements 
at the tip. 
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E = 100 Gpa 
v=0. 
s=t=0.06in tz 

P,W 
B.C: clamped at ^=0 

subjected to P at ^=47tR 

(a) 

s o 
*•3 u u C 
-8 

U/R 

s o 
a 41 
S 
a 

0 

i-i— 

O.QO 0.15 0.05 O.IO 

Load panmeter, PR'/H 

(a) 

Figure 3.5. A two-round spiral ring clamped at one end and subjected to vertical 
force at the other end: (a) geometry and material properties and (b) load v.s. 
displacement curves at the free end. 
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p = 0.000 kN p = 1.074 kN 

p = 2.355 kN p= 4.262 kN 

p =5.855 kN p = 7.012kN 

Figure 3.6. Deformed configurations of a two-round spiral ring. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A SHALLOW STIFFENED SHELL ELEMENT 

4.1 Background 

An alternative approach, to the beam-sheU finite element models, where both 

beam and shell elements are separately used in the discretization of stiffened 

structxures, is to utilize the stiffened shell elements directly. A stiffened shell element 

includes the kinematics of both the beam (stiffener) and shell components within the 

element formulation. In other words, the be£im kinematic filed is defined in tenns 

of the kinematic field of the host shell element through some constraint conditions. 

The stiffened shell element is then constructed by assembling both components 

into the stifihess matrix associated with the stiffened shell element. Because the 

kinematics of the beam is described by the kinematics of the host shell element, 

the resulting element matrix contains the degrees of fi-eedom associated with the 

shell element only. In this case, only the host shell elements are needed to discretize 

the entire stiffened shell domain. As discussed in the introduction, the use of host 

shell elements for discretization of stiffened structiu-es automatically eliminates the 

modeling difficulties attributed to the conventional beam-sheU finite element models. 

The development of new stiffened shell elements has been the subject of a 

number of investigators in recent years. Among these investigators, Mukhopadhyay 

and Mukhherjee (1990) analyzed the geometrically nonlinear response of stiffened 

shells. Employing an eight-noded serendipity plate element, they defined the 

displacements at any point within the stiffener in terms of the displacements and 

rotations across the mid-sinrface of the plate by enforcing the following constraint 

condition. A straight line passing through the thicknesses of both the plate and the 
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stiffener remains straight after deformation. This also leads to the expressions for 

the generalized strain components and the strain energy of the stiffened plate derived 

only in terms of the mid-surface displacements and rotations. In deriving these 

expressions, they utilized a local coordinate system in order to locate the stiffener 

at an arbitrary orientation. Rao et al. (1993), later, appUed this approach to large 

deflection analysis of stiffened plates with arbitrarily oriented stiffeners. However, 

they excluded the initial stress effects in stiffeners based on the assumption that 

the nonlinear global response of stiffeners are negligibly small as compared to that 

of plates. Recently, Chattopadhyay et al. (1995) extended the capability of eight-

nodded stiffened plate element for nonlinear analysis of stiffened isotropic plates to 

accovmt for material anisotropy and multi-stiffeners within the plate element. Also 

in the development of stiffened shell elements, Goswami and Mukhopadhyay (1995 

a, b) employed a Lagrangian type shear deformable stiffened sheE element with each 

node sharing five physical degrees of freedom (i.e., three translations and two out-of-

plane rotations). In the stiffness matrix ccjculations, the stiffiiess terms associated 

with the missing in-plane rotational degrees of freedom are represented by artificial 

springs, thus preventing the singularity of the stiffness matrix in cases the adjacent 

elements are co-planar. With this element, they performed geometrically nonlinear 

static and transient analysis of stiffened laminates. 

Jiang and Chernuka (1995) introduced the nonlinear finite element formulation 

of stiffened panels using degenerated stiffened shell and beam elements derived from 

three dimensional degenerated solid elements. Using a serendipity type degenerated 

shell pIpmPTit. as the base for the stiffener, they expressed the rotations along 

the neutral axis of the stiffener in tenns of the rotations of the shell element. 

This is achieved by constraining the unit director (vector) defining the orientation 
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of the stiffener cross-section to be parallel to the unit outward normal of the 

shell surface. They utilized a co-rotational formulation in conjimction with the 

updated Lagrangian description of motion in order to account for large rotations 

and calculate internal force vector. 

In the present finite element formulation, the shallow shell element formulated 

in Chapter 2 is utilized as the host shell element, and the shallow beam 

element presented in the preceding chapter is used as the stiffener. In the 

following sections, the finite element formulation of this new shallow stiffened shell 

element, based on the combination of shallow shell and beam elements, will be 

presented for the geometrically nonlinear analysis of stiffened laminates subjected 

to thermal/mechanical loading. A distinct feattire of this element compared to other 

laminated stiffened shell elements is that it accoimts for arbitrary cross-sections of 

the laminated stiffeners in the element formidation. 
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4.2 Variational Formulation: Principle of Virtual Displacements 

Consider the motion of a stiffened shell element at initial (i = 0), deformed 

(i = i), and the next deformed (t = t -i- At) configurations as shown in Figure 4.1. 

The stiffener is located at arbitrary position and orientation on the shell surface. 

Also, the stiffener is eccentric with respect to the shell middle surface as shown in 

Figure 4.1. In the development of the stiffened shell element, the formulations for a 

shallow shell element is coupled with the formulations for a shallow beam element 

by applying constraint conditions on the beam kinematic field. 

Based on the co-rotational form of the total Lagrangian description of motion, 

the principle of virtual work for the shallow stiffened shell  element between times t  

and t + At is written as 

5-W = [ 5o6f dV, + [ 5o4 d'Vt (4.1) 
j°V, jovb 

where oea and o€b represent the components of the incremental Green strain tensor 

in vector form associated with, the shell and beam elements, respectively. The 

components of the Piola-iCirchhoff stress tensor for both elements are contained 

in vectors denoted by for the shell element and for the beam 

element. The lower-left subscript indicates the configuration by which the quantity 

is measured. The upper-left superscripts refer to the configuration of the body at a 

specific time. The volumes of the elements at the initial configuration are denoted 

by for the shell element and for the beam element, and (JW® is the virtual 

work done by the external forces at time £ + At. The integral terms on the right 

hand side of Equation (4.1) represent the virtueil work done by the internal forces 

in the shell and the beam elements and are represented by 

SYJi = f Sq^ (J3 = s,b; no sum on P) (4.2) 
jovg 
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Next Deformed 
Configuration 
r = r -r A/ 

Current Deformed 
Configuration 

'X 

T 

Initial Configuration 
t=o 

Figure 4.1. Description of motion of a triangular stiffened shell element in a co-
rotational system. 
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where the subscript /3 identifies the element type, and no summation is intended on 

p-

Under the assumption that the materijil properties are temperature 

independent and remain constant throughout deformation, the Piola-Kirchhoff 

stresses can be decomposed as 

t-t-At _ _ i+At _ t+At _ (A o\ 

hi which mechanical and thermal loads {T as shown 

in Figure 4.1), respectively. The stress vector can also be decomposed as 

=0 (T0 + oa-p (4.4) 

in which and o<r^ denote the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses arising from mechanical 

loading at time t and in incremental form, respectively. Combining Equations (4.3) 

and (4.4) gives 

<Tp + 00-0 T0 (4.5) 

Substitution, of Equation (4.5) for ^ Equation (4.1) results in 

SW0= f SQ^(^Q<r0 ~'''^^lT0)d°V0+ f 5q^ oapd^Vp (4.6) 
j^vg j°vs 

The vector of incremental Green strains in Equation (4.6) is defined as 

5Q€j3 = -j- (4.7) 

where q€0l ancl Qepn represent the linear and nonlinear parts of the Green 

Lagrangian strains in vector form, respectively. Also, the incremental Piola 
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Kirchhoff stress vector, Qap in Equation (4.6), is related to its coimterpart, 

as 

Q(Tp = Qep (4.8) 

in which. Q/j represents the anisotropic material property matrix. 

Substituting from Equations (4.7) and (4.8) for the virtual incremental strain 

and incremental stress components in Equation (4.6) and rearranging the terms 

lead to 

(JWjg = f Qji3 Qe0 4- f q(T0 
jovg j°vg 

- f + f W0 d°V0 
J°Vff J^Vg 

- ! ̂o4L (4.9) 
j°v0 

The first integral term on the right hand side of Equation (4.9) is nonlinear in 

terms of incremental displacement components. The remaining terms are either 

linearly related to or independent from the incremental displacement components. 

The nonlinearity of the first integral term, however, may cause diflScxilties in the 

solution of equilibrium equations. In order to relieve such difficulty in the solution 

process, the linearization procedure outlined by Bathe (1982) can be employed for 

the evaluation of first integral term, as the true equilibrium, configurations will be 

searched by an incremental-iterative strategy. Thus, the following approximations 

are employed: 

soep = 

(4.10) 
Q;3 — Q/5 Ô 0L 

The incorporation of Equation (4.10) into the first integral term of Equation (4.9) 

leads to the linearized form of the virtual work expression due to internal forces. 
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I.e., 

(JWa = f Q/9 o^0L + f Sqc^j^ li<Tp d°Vp 
jovff j°vg 

- f Soe^N- d°V0 + [ Soe^r, Wp d'Vp 
J°Vg J°V0 

- f soe^r. (^-w 
j°v0 

Substituting the expressions for and from Equation (4.11) to 

Equation (4.1) yields 

(JW® = f 5q^£, Qa o^aL d^Vg + f 0* 
Jov. J°V, 

- f soe'^n + f soe^l ws d'vs 
Jov J°V, 

- [ So^L + f So4L Qb 0€bL d'^V, 
Jov. J°Vb 

f Wb d°Vb - f (foCwv d°Vb 
Jovi, J°V 

+ f •Joefi In d'Vi - f So4l "i'H (4.12) 
J°Vb J°Vi 

This equation can be rearranged such that the strain terms involviag unknown 

displacement components are grouped on the left hand side of the Equation in the 

form 

f Q'S + [ ^O^bL Qb O^bL d^Vb 
jav. j°vb 

+ f W. <l°V, - f ioefi, ''"V, 
Jov, J°V 

t+At_ jOI 
sn o^a " fa 

+  f  S A W i d ' V i - f  S o 4 ^ d ° V ,  
JoVi J°V 

^ S W -  f  i o c f i  5 < r ,  d V .  +  f  
Jov, J°V. 

- f Soe'^L Wb d'Vb + f 5 d°Vb (4.13) 
7ovl Jov-fc 

t+At_ jOrr 
-aL Q^a " ^a 
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The terms belonging to the shell element can be expressed in terms of area and line 

integrals across the surface and through the thickness of the shell element. Similarly, 

the terms belonging to the beam element can be written in terms of line and area 

integrals along the beam axis and across the beam cross-sectional area. With these 

integral manipulations, Equation (4.13) can be rewritten as 

ic ~ 

f i f Qs o€sl dzd°As + / A-, dA^*U°x' 

iC "*• fC " 

/ if 0^' dM% ~ f i f dzd°Aa 
•'^a, f^-^jzk—i fc=i.''2fc—> 

^ f 2^ Wh dA'i^^dy - f dA['U°x' 

= (JW® - f ^ f Jocfi la's dzd°Aa + f ^ f Joefi dzd°Aa 
J°A, fc—i"'2fe-i J°A, i^^Jzk—i 

~ f 12 fry Wb dA^^d°x' + r X) fry dA^'^dV (4.14) 
J01 ̂  Joi ̂  JaI*^ 

In Equation (4.14), The quantities Aa and a'^^ represent the area of the shell element 

and the area of the segment on the beam element's cross-section (shown in Figtire 

3.2), respectively. The nimiber of segments that form the cross-section of the beam 

element is denoted by iT^. Similarly, the number of layers in the shell element is 

denoted by iTa. As shown in Figure 2.2, the layer in the shell element is elevated 

between 2fe_i and Zk where z is the position of a point in the shell measured with 

respect to the shell middle surface. 

4.2.1 Kinematics of a Stiffened Shell 

The geometric description of the stiffened shell element is depicted in Figure 

4.2. As shown in Figure 4.2a, two cartesian co-ordinate systems are used in order 
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(b) 

Figure 4.2. Geometric description of the stiffened shell element: (a) the 
reference plane and (b) the cross-section. 

to define the kinematics of the stiffened shell element and to derive the element 

matrices and vectors associated with this element. The kinematics of the shell 

pIpTnpnt is defined with respect to the (x, y, z) element coordinate system, lii order 

to define the kinematics of the beam element, a local co-ordinate system is situated 

on the reference surface of the shell element. This co-ordinate system is established 

by projecting the longitudinal £uds of the beam element to the reference plane. Also, 
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this local co-ordinate system is represented by the axes x', y', and z'. Note that 

the (z' — y') plane of the local co-ordinate system lies on the same plane as the 

(x — y) plane of the shell element. Hence, a simple plane transformation is suflBLcient 

to transform kinematical variables between these two co-ordinate systems. The z— 

and the 2'—axes of these two co-ordinate systems are parallel to each other. Thus, 

the same vertical axis can be used to define the mid-heights and the transverse 

displacements in both elements. The position and the orientation of the local co

ordinate system (x', y\ z') are identified by the vector, rb, and the angle, 

between x'— and x— axes, respectively. The height of the shell from the reference 

surface is denoted by h (See Figure 4.2b). The distance between the the neutral axis 

of the beam and the shell mid-surface is indicated by the eccentricity parameter z'^^. 

Also shown, in Figure 4.2a are the positive directions of displacement and rotation 

fields in. both elements. 

4.2.1.1 Displacement Field 

The displacement field in. the shell element is the same as that of given by 

Equation (2.13) 

•"s (2, y. z) = UaQ{x, y) -i- zdsx(x, V) 

V a  (x, y, z) = Vso (x, y) -f zff^y (x, y) (4.15) 

ws(x,y,z} =wao{x,y) 

For the beam element, however, the definition of the displacement field given by 

Equation (3.13) is altered under the assimiption that the in-plane and bending 

stiffiiesses of the shell element is much higher than those of the beam element. 

Hence, the slope of the beam element associated with the in-plane bending 

deformations (the drilling rotation) is disregarded. As a result of tliis, the 
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transverse shear deformations of the beam element associated with the in-plane 

shear deformations are omitted. The modified form of the displacement field given 

in Equation (3.13) for a beam takes the form when the beam is used as a stiffener, 

,y\z') = <0(0:') - z'd'^{x') 

v'bix', y', z') = v'l^ix') - (4.16) 

y',z') = w'laix') -f z'e'b^ix') 

where 

z' = z — h'b 

with h[{x') denoting the height of the neutral (curvilinear) axis of the beam 

measxired firom the reference plane. The height function, /i{,(x') is related to the 

shell height function, h{x,y), as 

h'(,{x') = h(x{x', 0),y(x', 0)) + -ẑ c (4-17) 

where 2^^ is the eccentricity of the beam as depicted in Figure 4.1b. The co

ordinates x{x', 0) and j/(x', 0) in. Equation (4.17) are obtained firom the co-ordinate 

transformation between {x' — y') and (x — y) plcines, i.e, 

I+ ('•'") (4.18) 
C0S(^6jl^y'J Lrbyj 

At y' = 0, the co-ordinates x and y define a line passing through x' axis: 

x(x\ 0) = cos (f)bx' + rtx 
(4.19) 

y(x', 0) = siii(f>bx' + rby 
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4.2.1.2 Strain Field 

The components of the incremental Green strain vector for the shell element are 

the same as those given in Equation (2.20). These strain components are repeated 

here for the stiffened shell element as 

'^sq,x ~ 
'^ao,y ~ ^h^yosx 

'^sq,y '^ao,x ~ 
'̂ aO,x "i~ ̂ ay 

'^ao,y "f" ̂ ax 

> -i- z < 

e. 
9, 

ay,x 
'ax,y 

9sx,x "f" 9sy,y 
0 
0 

'^ao,x '^30,x "I" '^3q,x 
^ao,y "f" ̂ ao,y "t" ̂ sO,y 

O^aiV ^ 2(1430,r^aO,y 'v80,x'vs0,y "f" '^ao,x'^ao,y) 
I I 0 1 0 

(4.200) 

(4.206) 

As stated previously, the shell element is assumed to be much stiffer in in-

plane bending and in-plane shear deformations than the beam element. Under 

this assTimption, the residtant transverse shear and bending deformations of the 

beam associated with the in-plane shear and bending deformations of the shell, 

respectively can be omitted. Using this assumption and the displacement definition 

for a stiffener given, in Equations (4.16), the incremental Green strain components 

for a stiffener in Equations (3.19) and (3.176) reduce to 

o^bl — * 

q^bn — 

> -hz' < 
•"60,s' ~ ̂by^kz,x' 

0 

•t  ̂ ,2  ̂ .2  ̂  ̂
2(''̂ 60,S' b̂O,«' 

0 
0 

( a t  1 
I Vx' 1 

bx,x 
0 

> +2' < 

0 
0 

^bx,x' J 
' or ,,r a' 

^bO,x'^by,x' "bO,x'"bx,x' 
0 
0 

(4.21a) 

(4.216) 
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4.2.2 Principle of Virtual Displacements in Terms of Area and Line 

Integrals 

Substituting from Equations (4.20) and (4.21) for the incremental strain 

components associated with the shell and the beam elements, respectively into 

Equation (4.14) and performing integrations through the thickness of the shell and 

across the cross-sectional area of the beam lead to 

[ ^o^'al + / ̂o^bl ^6 OCbl, 
joa, j°l 

+ [ Id-a dPAa - [ d°Aa 
joa. 

+ [ Soe'bN 0^'s d°x' - f 
joi joi 

= (5W« - f (JoeJx, Id's d^Aa + [ cJoeJ^ d% 
J°A. J°A. 

- f SoeS, i?; d'x' + [ d'x' (4.22) 
joi joi 

where the vectors qBsl, qBsn, o^a, the material property matrix, C,, 

are the same as those given by Equations (2.26), (2.28), (2.24a), (2.246), and (2.22), 

respectively. The incremental resultant strains for the stiffener, oej,^; and oej,;^;-, are 

defined as 

0 ® ^  =  { ^ w , s ' ^ 6 0 , s ' + ^ 6 y '  ^ b y , x ' }  ( 4 - 2 3 a )  

r 1 /• /2 /2 ,2 . 
o^bn — \ 2\}^b0,x' "̂ 6̂0,s' +̂ 60,s')' 

'^'hQ,x'^'by,x'~'^bQ^'^bx,x'} (4.236) 

The resultant stress vectors and for the stiffener contain 

5sf={5WU. WL., iK„} (4-24) 

with 
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and 

with 

Co^baxi o^baz) — Qi^bxxi Wbxz)^-^b ̂ (4.25a) 
»=1 

(max^ way) = ̂  /(», (y'^bxz " ̂'wbxy^ ̂ 'o<̂ tex) <̂ 4*̂  (4-256) 
%=1 •'^b 

_ rt+At t+At 7^/ t+Atw/ t+At^/ i ^4 Ofi'\ 
0^6 1 O-' 6TI' 0-^ brzi 0 -^brxi o^-^bry f 

/' t+At 
I 0 

'•'"'S-IVsr.) = E/<„ ( (4-27<-) 

i-WU. = X) /(o - z' 
i=X •'̂ 6 

J' (4-276) 

The derivation of the material property matrix for the stiffener follows the same 

steps from Equation (3.26) to (3.33), except that only a part of the material property 

matrix in Equation (3.33) is used for the stiffener because of the assumptions made 

in Section 4.3 on the stiffener kinematic field. The material property matrix in 

Equation (3.33) is derived for an rmconstrained beam (i.e., a bezim whose kinematic 

field not constrained by shell kinematic field). An unconstrained beam normally 

includes all the six components of the resToltant stresses and strains. However, for 

the stiffener presented in this chapter, the assumptions made in Section 4.3 reduces 

the components of the resultant strain and stress fields to from six to foxir as given by 

Equations (4.24) and (4.26). Therefore, the material property matrix for a stiffener 

can be written eis 

'Cftii Cbia cbu cbis' 

Cl = cb33 C634 ob35 
Sym. Cbu 

cbss-

(4.28) 
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where the components of Cj, are extracted from the fully populated (6 x 6) material 

property matrix, CJ,, as given by Equation (4.33). 
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4.3 Constraint Conditions 

The interface conditions between the stiffener (beam) and the shell elements 

include the continuity of displacements and stress components. However, these 

conditions are difficult to satisfy directly. Instead of applying these continuity 

conditions along the interface, an approach introduced by Rao et. al., 1993; 

Ghosvami and Mukhopadhyay, 1995a, b; and Jiang and Chernuka, 1995) connects 

these elements together. According to this approach, the slopes of the beam element 

are constrained to be the same as those of the shell element, thus leading to 

considerable simplification in the displacement definitions. In fact, this constraint 

condition is reasonably accurate as long as the overall thickness of the stiffened-

shell is maintained at a moderate range. Li addition to the slopes, the out-of-

plane displacements, from the displacement definitions, must be the same in both 

elements. The constraints applied to the stifiener imply that the cross section of 

the beam and the section of the sheE before deformation remain co-planar after 

deformation. In line of this approach, the following constraint conditions are, 

therefore, introduced: 

C = -Os. (4-29a) 

d'ty = d'sy (4.296) 

^60 = (4.29c) 

in which ^5®' ^by transverse displacement and slopes of the beam in. the 

primed co-ordinate system, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.1b, the corresponding 

transverse displacement, w'^q, and the slopes, 9'^^. and belong to the shell 

element and are defined as fimctions of x'.-\ Prom Equations (4.29a) and (4.296), 

f the symbol ' over a fimction indicates tiiat the function is evaluated at y' = 0 
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the displacements in the beam may be expressed in terms of displacements and 

rotations of the shell element as 

^60 ^aO ^ec^sy 

^60 ^so ^ec^ax 

(4.30a) 

(4.306) 

where and v[q are the displacement components of the beam element mx'— and 

y'— directions, respectively. The displacement components u'^q and v'^q also belong 

to the shell element and are defined as functions of x'. 

The displacements (tx^g, w'^q) and the rotations and 0^) of the stiffener 

(beam) element can be written in matrix notations as 

0 

0 

0 
0 0 
0 0 

and 

% 
- 1 0  0  

0 10 

0 0 1 

(4.31a) 

(4.316) 

in which 6'gg and d'f^^ are artificial (inexistent) in-plane rotational degrees of freedom 

which serve as dummy quantities for the completeness of rotational degrees-of-

freedom. In compact form, Equations (4.31) are rewritten as 

(4.32) 

where the matrices and 3 are defined as 

Zec = 

0 ^ec o" •-1 0 0" 
-2ec 0 0 and 3 = 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
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4.4 Element Development 

4.4.1 Shape Function Matrices for the Shallow Stiffened Shell Element 

The interpolation functions for approximating the displacements and rotations 

of the shallow shell element are presented in Chapter 2. These functions given 

by Equation (2.30), are also employed for the sti£fened shell element. For the 

development of the shell part of this element. Equation (2.30) is directly utilized 

because the displacements and rotations of the shell element are chosen to behave 

as independent degrees of freedom in the constraint conditions given in Equation 

(4.32). In this case, the derivation of the element matrices and vectors for the 

shell part directly follows the same equations as those in the derivation of the 

\mstiffened shallow triangular shell element presented in Chapter 2. As for the 

stiffener, the approximations for the displacements and rotations of the shallow 

triangular shell element. Equation (2.30), is employed via the constraint conditions 

given in Equation (4.32) followed by appropriate co-ordinate transformations. 

The shape matrices in Equation (2.36) are constructed by choosing the element 

co-ordinate system (x — y) as the basis for the interpolation functions jV{, Mi^ and 

Ct-; however, if the (x',y') co-ordinate system is chosen to be the base for these 

interpolation functions, Equation (2.36) can be rewritten in the form 

with 

n;, = N;+L',N; 

In Equation (4.33), the shape matrices N^, N^, and Ng are defined exactly in the 

same maTiner as N^, Nw, and Ne whose explicit forms are given in Appendix A. 
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The interpolation functions used for the construction of matrices N'̂ , N„, and 

are denoted by A/j, and Q. The expressions for these interpolation functions 

sure also in the same form as those for eind M.i and Q presented in Appendix 

A. The only difference between these two sets of interpolation functions, however, 

appears in the choice of their base co-ordinate systems. The interpolation functions 

Xi and Mi utilize the area co-ordinates that are defined in the {x—y) plane whereas 

the interpolation functions A/"/ and utilize the area co-ordinates that are defined 

in the {x' — y') plane. 

The shape matrices in Equation (4.33) are presented in the form 

Note that in this Equation ^'2, and ^3 are defined in terms of the cartesian co

ordinates, x' and y'. In order to incorporate Equation (4.33) into the constraint 

conditions given by Equation (4.32), u^o and are evsiluated for y' = 0 as 

where the matrices JV^, JV^, and iVg are defined over the a;'—axis, eind they become 

N'e = N;(Cl,C2,CD = N'e(x',y') 

N'e=N',(C[,C2,C3)=N',(x',y') 

(4.34) 

•^:(a;')=NU^'>J/'=0) 

N'J,x')=N'J,x',y' = Q) 

iVKx')=N'9(x',y' = 0) 

(4.36) 

Note also that 

iv4=iv;-hL;iv; (4.37) 
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with 

Ki=^) = = 0) 

JVi (x') =Ni (i', y' = 0) (4.386) 

The shape function matrices iV^, N'^, N^, and N'g and the explicit expressions for 

the interpolation functions, [NTJ, 3VtJ, and are given in Appendix D. 

The nodal unknown vectors, v' and v^, need to be transformed from (x' — y') 

plane to (x — y) plane in order to assemble with those of the shell element. This is 

achieved through the co-ordinate transformation, 

v' = At;V (4.39o) 

v; = AeVe (4.396) 

Where the components of the transformation matrices A^, and A^ are given in 

Appendix D. From Equations (4.39), (4.35), and the constraint condition given in 

Equation (4.32), the finite element approximations for the displacement and rotation 

fields of the beam element are obtained in terms of the nodal unknowns for the shell 

element as 

Finally, in order to avoid unnecessary generation of matrix V in the (x' — y') 

plane, the matrix can be directly obtained from matrix L,, which is given by 

Equation (2.34) and defined in the local co-ordinate system. In the {x',y') co

ordinate system, the matrix basically relates the in-plane displacements defined 

at the interior nodes of the three edges of the triangle to displacements and rotations 

defined at the comer nodes and is expressed as 

v = l;V' (4.41) 
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The vector v' is related to v in the element co-ordinate system as given in Equation 

(4.39a). Similarly, the vector v can be obtained by the transformation of v as 

V =AvV (4.42) 

The components of the transformation matrix Av is given in Appendix D. 

Substituting from Equations (4.42) and (4.39a) for v and v' in Equation (4.41) 

and recalling that the transformation matrix Av is orthonormal, the matrix is 

obtained in terms of the element co-ordinate system as 

L; =1! L,A, (4.43) 

This transformation is very useful especially for the case of a shell element having 

multiple stiffeners. In this case, the matrix L, wiU be generated once for the shallow 

shell element and wiU. be used for each stiffener via Equation (4.43). 

4.4.2 Linear Stifihess Matrices 

The derivation of the finite element matrices and vectors for the stiffened sheE 

element employs Equations (2.36) and (4.40) for the appropriate terms appearing 

in integrals of Equation (4.22). In. order to generate the stiffness matrix, the linear 

part of the strain-displacement relations for both components of the stiffened sheE 

element need to be expressed using finite element approximations. The linear 

incremental strain resultant vector, oes^, for the shaUow sheE element is given 

by Equation (2.37) in the form 

„e,i = [B.N. + BsN, B.N^] | | (4.44) 
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For the beam component the linear incremental resultant strain vector, e^^,, is 

written in matrix form as 

oeU = [BU 

where and are defined as 

(4.45) 

BL = 

A 0 0 
0 0 ^ 
0 0 0 

0 0 

0 
_a 
dx' 

dx' 

1 0 
^ 0 0 

10 ^ 0 

(4.46a, 6) and Bf,e = 

0 0 0 

From Equations (4.45) and (4.40), the linear part of the incremental strain resultant 

vector, oCbii) is obtained as 

oe'6£ = [Bi„iViA.+BUz;,JV^A^ + Bi,3JV;A. B'j.Ar^A,] | (4.47) 

Substituting for the incremental strain resultant vectors, the finite element 

representation of the first integral term in Equation (4.22) takes the form 

ksLii kaii2 

^tl12 ^al22 ite) (4.48) 

where the expressions for ksLij (i,j = lj2) are given in Equations (2.38). The 

finite element representation of the second integral term belonging to the beam 

component of the stiffened sheE element becomes 

(foe'Bi Cfe oBbi: d°x' = | } 
kfeLii k6Li2 

^ll2 ^bl22 l U )  (4.49) 

in which 

ksiii = f A^N^B'Zc'iBi^NiA^V 
J°l 
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+ f Aj-Jvf B^CJBj93Ar^A„<iV 

+ [ a^ni^'z'^b^c^u.ka^dv 
J°l 

+ [ Ajjvf zî B̂ C;BUzi=JV̂ A,rfV 
joi 

+ f Afjvfz^B'^CJBi93JV^A,dV 
J°l 

+ f Ajivf3''B^C'jBi.JViA«<iV 
J°l 

+ f A^Nf 0'^B^C'tB'i„2/„NiA,d''x' 
J°l 

+ f AjJvf3^B^QB'„3JViA.<iV 
joi 

k6ii2 = f Ajivf B^C'jBi„iViA.dV 
j°l 

+ [ Ajjvf zf B̂ CiB'j„JV;A,<iV 
Jot 

+ f Ajjvf3^B'Jc;Bi.JV;Ac</V 
Joi 

k6i22 = f a'^nfbcc',bi^n',a^dox' 
j°l 

4.4.3 Geometric Stiffiiess Matrices Arising From Mechanical and 

Thermal Loadings 

The geometric stifl&iess matrices for the shell component is obtained from the 

incorporation of the field approximations given by Equation (2.36) into the third 

and the fourth integral terms in Equation (4.22). The finite element representations 

of these integral terms are provided by Equations (2.45a) and (2.456), respectively, 
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and they are rewritten here for later use in the form 

and 

kgrll ^atl2 
^tt12 ŝt22 

(4.50o) 

(4.506) 

where the sub-matrices ksdj and kanj form the geometric stifiEness matrices 

associated with the mechanical and thermal loadings, respectively. The expressions 

of these matrices are given by Equations (2.45) in Chapter 3. 

The derivation of the geometric stiffness matrices belonging to the stiffener 

(beam) component requires the finite element treatment of the fifth and the sixth 

integral terms in Equation (4.22). Similar to the finite element formulation of the 

shallow shell component, the nonlinear part of the incremental strain resultant 

vector for the beam component, defined by Equation (4.216), is written in 

matrix form as 

0®6iV — 2^'b^b (4.51) 

where 

= 

and 

b̂O,s' <0,x' 0 0 -

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

^by,x' ~Kx,x' 0 ~''^bQ,x' "60,x' -

6̂0,s'' ^bx,x'' ^by,x' } 

(4.52a) 

(4.526) 

with ^©5 and possessing the following properties: 

= 'd[5s[ (4.53a) 

(4.536) 
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in which the components of o©b and are given in Appendix D. Using the 

relations in Equations (4.53), the integrands of the fifth and the sixth integrals in 

Equation (4.22) can be rewritten in the form 

=iff  e©;,  (4.54) 

Also, the matrix representation of £5 leads to 

Substitution for and from Equation (4.40) resiilts in the finite element 

approximation of 5^, i.e., 

5; = (B;„JViA.+Bi„zUJViA.+FJj3JV^A„ (4.56) 

Finally, utilizing Equations (4.54) and (4.56) completes the finite element 

implementation of the fifth and the sixth integreil terms in Equation (4.52) as 

f  s e C ( i e i , ) e i ,  d ° x '  
joi 

=  (  j  1  (  I  (4.57a, 6) 
L <̂ c J LĈ fctrlZ'̂ 1̂2) (1̂ 6o-22 J 1̂ 61-22) _ L J 

where the sub-matrices l^baij and kfrri/ form the geometric stiffiiesses of the beam 

component arising from mechanical and thermal loadings, respectively, and they 

are defined as follows: 

(Wi.ks^u) = f AjjvfB^CoS't, '+^*saBi„JViA. iV 
joi 

[ Ajjvf s'î ae;, '+'̂ *saBi.<,jvjA„ dV 
joi 

+ 
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+ f Ajjvf dV 
J°l 

+ f AlNfz^ZBCilel '+̂ '„5'j)BUJViA„ <iV 
Joi 

+ f d'x' 
J°l 

+ f A^Nfz'^B'Zihei, d%' 
Joi 

J°t 

+ / •+̂ js;)Bi„z'„jvjA. dV 
J°l 

+ f Aj'lvfŝ 'Bjsfi©;, '+'̂ JsyBi«3JViA. dV 
joi 

(k6.12.W12) = / Ajjvf B̂ gei, '+'̂ sfysujv;A, dV 
joi 

+ / Â Nfxf̂ BC(.lel dV 
j°l 

+ / Ajivf3''BiI(Sei, '+'̂ SfaBtaJV;A. dV 
joi 

(kfc,22.kl̂ 22) = [ ArjvfB̂ Co®̂ . '•̂ ''S5',)8'ĵ ;a.o dV 
jn 

4.4.4 Internal Force Vectors Arising From Mechanical and Thermal 

The first and the second rategral terms on the right hand side of Equation 

(4.22), belong to the shallow shell component. The finite element implementation 

of these terms yield 

Loadings 

and 

(4.58) 

(4.59) 
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where (fsa, fso-c) and (fg^, fare) represent the internal force vectors due to mechanical 

and thermal loadings, respectively. The expressions for these vectors are given by 

Equations (2.47) and (2.49), respectively. The finite element treatment of the last 

two integral terms (belonging to the stiffener) on the right hand side of Equation 

(4.22) is achieved by substituting for the finite element approximation of the linear 

incremental strain component, oCfix fi-om Equation (4.47), thus yielding 

{/-J (4.60) 

where 

fba = f (AjNf + A^ivf + Ajivf a^B'J) ciV (4.61a) 
J°i 

W = f Aj'jvf B|^ d V (4.616) 
joi 

and 

lU, = (4.62) 

where 

f6^= f +A^iV^^3VecB6^ + AjiVg^B'J) d V (4.63a) 
J°i 

fbrc = f A^ivf B'^ d°x' (4.636) 
J H  

Li Equations (4.60) and (4.62), the vectors (f^a, f^o-c) and (f^^, fare) denote the 

internal forces arising firom the beam component as a result of mechanical loading 

and thermal loading, respectively. 

4.4.5 Equations of Equilibrium for the Stiffened Shell Element 

After implementing all the integral terms in Equation (4.22) into finite element 

formulation, the substitution of Equations (4.48), (4.49), (4.50), (4.57), (4.58), 

(4.59), (4-60), (4.62) as well as the external virtual work given by Equation (2.69), 
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into tlie statement of virtual work, Equation (4.22), gives 

{£)' kaTll kari2 1 / | ^btl2 
^8t'22\ \^C/ L^M™12 ^6722 

{ £}+{ t} - {t} -^ {t} - {ft})=" 
where 

— "k-slij "H ̂ avij ^srij 

^bti] ~ ̂ blij ^bvij ^brij 

For arbitrary virtual displacements and rotations, Equation (4.64) is satisfied if 

ksTll kaT121 

.k̂ l2 k57'22 J )̂ TV2 6̂r22 J y/ 1 
kbri21 ̂  I _ 

U:}-{t}+{t}-{t}+{t} 

4.4.6 Stififened Shell Element with Multi Stiffeners 

If the shell element has more than one stiffener, the finite element formulation 

of each, stiffener can be performed independently by relating the displacements and 

rotations of each individual stiffener in terms of the displacements and rotations of 

the shell component using Equation (4.40). The displacements eind rotations in the 

stiffener (beam) element can be expressed as 

/>»£'' 1 _ f JK'"Ai" +Z'®jv/"A?' ivf A™ 1 f V 1 
W ' a < "  0  J l v j  

In order to establish the stiffiiess matrix for the stiffener component, this 

equation and Equations from (4.41) to (4.65), which are also modified by placing the 

superscript "(i)" for each appropriate term, are repeated. Therefore, the resulting 
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finite element equations of equilibrium of a stiffened shell with Nb stiffeners are 

obtained as 

f [ksTll kan2] , \ _ 
Uii,. >^] irUg; 

{£}-{t}*{t)-£(ihS{S}"« 

In Equation (4.67), and are defined in the (2'^*^ - plane, 

which is the co-ordinate system used for the stiffener (beam) element on the 

sheU. 
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4.5 Validation and Demonstration 

The first validation problem is a cm-ved cantilever stiffened plate with five 

equally spaced stiffeners and subjected to a vertical point load as shown in Figure 

4.3a. The inner and outer radii of the curved (circular) plate are 4.5m and 5.5m, 

respectively. The plate and the stiffeners are both isotropic with Young's modulus 

2.07 X lO^lkN/m^ and Poisson's ratio 0.3. While one end of the plate is clamped, 

the other end is subjected to a vertical point load at the inner comer (see Figure 

4.3a). 

As depicted in Figure 4.3b, fomr different finite element discretizations, of orders 

(1x30), (2x20), (4x30), and (5x30), are considered in the analysis. This problem 

was also considered by Jiang and Chemuka (1995). Li their study, they presented a 

degenerated isoparametric stiffened shell element with 8 nodes. The results obtained 

from the present Einalysis and those reported by Jiang and Chemuka are shown in 

Figure 4.4. The results converge to the actual solution as the grid size is bicreased. 

It is observed that the comparison of the results between the present finite element 

model and those reported by Jiang and Chemuka using (2x16) grid order are in 

close agreement. 

The behavior of this stiffened shell is highly nonlinear in bending and twisting. 

As observed from the sequence of deformations depicted in Figure 4.5, the present 

stiffened shell element can capt\n:e out-of-plane deflections of magnitude close to 

the radius of the curved plate. This figure shows that the maximum deflection 

occurs at the unloaded free comer of the plate. This is basically due to the bending 

deformations that produce a slope higher than the twisting in the opposite direction 

at the free end of the curved plate. 

The second validation problem involves a simply-supported composite stiffened 
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shell subjected to a uniform inward pressure as shown in Figure 4.6a. The shell has 

the geometry of a spherical patch with radius R — lOOOin. Prom the top view, 

the spherical patch has a square boimdary with an edge length, 2a, of lOOin. The 

shell is made up of cross-ply laminate having two layers with material properties 

£•1 = 25 X 10®psi, E2 = 10®psi, G12 = 0.5 x 10®psi, t/12 = 0.15, and a ply thickness, 

ifc, equal to 0.5in. The cross-ply stacking sequence of the shell is [0°/90°] from 

bottom to top. 

As shown in Figure 4.6a, the stiffeners are located along the two centerlines of 

the shell. The stiffeners have also cross-ply lay-up with four layers, the stacking 

sequence of these layers, from bottom to top, is [0°/90]2. The material properties are 

the same as those assigned for the shell, including the ply thickness. The stiffeners 

width is specified as 2in. 

In order to investigate the influence of stiffener eccentricity on the overall 

behavior of the stiffened shell, the unstiffened shell and three other stiffened cases, 

as shown in. Figure 4.6b, having stiffeners on bottom face of the shell, stiffeners 

on both faces of the shell (concentric), and stiffeners located on top of the shell 

are studied. The case with unstiffened and concentrically stiffened shells are also 

investigated by Liao and Reddy (1989). In their study, they xised degenerated 

isoparametric shell and beam elements to discretize the patch. For this problem, 

the entire stiffened shell is modeled by 160 unstiffened and 36 stiffened shell elements 

as illustrated in Figure 4.7, where the stiffeners are located along the cross-shaped 

patch of triangular elements. 

This problem also demonstrates the capability of the present stiffened shell 

f>1PTnpTit to capture the snap-through buckling behavior of the stiffened shell 

structure. Due to symmetry along the two centerlines, Liao and Reddy (1989) 
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introduced symmetry conditions in order to model only one quarter of the stiffened 

shell. In the present finite element model, the symmetric buckling mode is captured 

by suppressing the horizontal displacements and rotations about the horizontal axes 

at the center of the stiffened shell. The results for all four cases are illustrated 

in Figure 4.8. Also shown in this figure are the results obtained by Liao and 

Reddy, denoted by hollow triangular symbols. The comparison between the present 

analysis and the analysis reported by Liao and Reddy are in close agreement for 

both unstiffened and concentrically stiffened cases. As observed firom Figure 4.8 

for all cases, the load carrying capacity of the stiffened shell against buckling is 

influenced by eccentricity of stiffeners with respect to the shell middle surface. In 

this analysis, the snap-through buckling load increases as the stiffeners are gradually 

shifted from bottom to top. Furthermore, as expected, the presence of stiffeners 

increase the load carrying capacity compared to the imstiffened shell case. 

The next two example problems demonstrate the capability of the present 

stiffened shell element for analyzing the stiffened panels subjected to uniform 

and non-uniform thermal loadings. In the first example problem, the effect of 

stiffener size on the post-buckling behavior of uniformly heated composite panel 

is investigated. As shown in Figure 4.4.9, the psmel is made of a quasi-isotropic 

laminate with material lay-up [—45°/45°/0°/90°]2a, where each layer possesses the 

Seime material properties with Ex =, Ey £ind Gxy =• The stiffeners are located 

along the two centerlines of the panel. They possesses the same quasi-isotropic lay-

up anH material properties as those of the the panel. The stiffeners are, however, 

tilted in the up-right position to provide high bending stiffiiess as shown in Figure 

4.9. Furthermore, the stiffeners are located concentrically on both faces of the panel 

so as to yield a perfect behavior for biEurcation-buckliag analysis. 
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In order to investigate the mfluence of stiflfeners on the buckling behavior of the 

stiffened panel, an analysis is performed to determine the panel's critical (buckling) 

temperature for varying stiffener thickness utilizing the lop-sided simultaneous 

iteration scheme. Figure 4.10 shows the critical temperature of the panel as a 

function of stiffener thickness. As the thickness of the stiffeners on both sides 

increases from 0 to nearly 0.6325 cm, a global buckling response is observed. In 

other words, both the plate and the stiffeners undergo buckling simultaneously. A 

typical deflection pattern representing the global buckling response of the stiffened 

panel at t{+) = = 0.5cm is iUxjstrated in Figure 4.11a. In the vicinity of stiffener 

thickness = 0.6325, a transition from global to local buckling responses 

can be observed. This is shown in Figme 4.11b. As the stiffener thickness becomes 

larger than 0.7cm, the buckling response tends to localize at four regions partitioned 

by the stiffeners. As can be seen in Figure 4.10, the increase in critical temperatxire 

values in the local buckling zone is much smaller than those in the global buckling 

zone because, regardless of the size of the stiffeners, the local buckling temperature 

of the plate at each partition can at the most converge to the critical temperature 

of one quarter of the plate with clamped boimdary conditions. Typiceil buckling 

modes representing the local buckling behavior are shown in Figure 4.11c. 

The postbudding analysis is carried out for stiffener thicknesses ~ 

0(unstiffened), 0.5, sind 1cm. In all cases, the stiffened panel is geometrically and 

materially peTfect, thus yielding bifurcation responses at criticzil temperatxires. In 

order to initiate the nonlinear response and pass beyond the bifurcation points, the 

first buckling mode of the stiffened panel corresponding to each stiffener thickness 

is used as initial imperfection in the nonlinear finite element analysis. The initial 

imperfections (buckling modes) are applied as the amplitude of each buckling mode 
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being 0.01% of the plate thickness. 

The resxilts for the postbuckling analysis of the stiffened panel are depicted in 

Figure 4.12. This figure shows the maximum transverse deflections of the panel for 

each stiffener thickness as a function of applied temperature. For the unstiffened and 

stiffened panel with t^"^^ = t^") = 0.5cm, the transverse deflections are measured 

at the center of the panel. For the stiffened panel with t^"^^ = t^") = 1cm, however, 

the maximum response is observed near the centers of each partition since the panel 

exhibits a local buckling response for t^"^^ = t^"^ = 1cm as shown in Figure 4.11c. 

Thus, the transverse deflection for this case is measured at the center of the upper 

right peurtition of the pjmel. 

The case without the stiffener was also solved by Noor et al. (1992), and 

almost identical results are obtained between their and the present analyses. It can 

be seen in Figure 4.12 that the amplitude of the postbuckling response of the panel 

decreases considerably as the stiffeners become thicker. However, although it is not 

shown here, the change ui amplitudes in the local buckling zone is expected to slow 

down and converge to a constant value. 

In the last demonstration problem, the anti-synmietric cylindriceil laminate 

considered in Section 2.7 is studied for the case the panel is stiffened along 

its horizontal centerline. The geometry, boxmdary conditions, and the material 

properties of the panel are shown in Figure 4.13. The panel has a square geometry 

with length, L, and width, W, equal to l-6m. The radius of the panel is five times 

its width as depicted in Figure 4.13. While aE boundaries are simply supported, 

the in-plane movement of the horizontal boundaries are restrained. The stiffener is 

located along the horizontal centerline of the panel as shown in Figure 4.13. 

The panel is subjected to non-uniform thermal loading both over the surface 
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and across the thickness of the panel. A one term double sinosoidal temperature 

variation is imposed on the shell surface. The temperature variation across the 

thickness is linear with /? = 0, where /3 is the ratio of temperature increase on the 

upper surface to the lower sxurface of the panel. In other words, the temperature is 

increased on the lower surface of the panel and held constant at room temperature 

on the lower surface. 

Both the panel and the stiffener are made of anti-symmetric angle-ply material 

properties with 45° fiber angle. Each ply has the same thickness, tk — 0.02m, and 

material properties, Ei =, E2 =, Gu =? and 1/12 =. The panel has four layers with 

stacking sequence [—45°/45°]2 and the stiffener has 8 layers with lay-up [—45°/45'']4. 

In this analysis, part of the layers belonging to the stiffener are placed on the top 

surface and the rest are placed on the bottom surface of the panel. 

Including the case with unstiffened panel, six cases are considered. These are 

given as follows: 

(1) [-45V45°]2 

(u) [-45V45°]2/[-450/45°]^'^^ 

(iii) [-45V45°](-V[-45V45°]2/[-45V45°]5+^ 

(iv) [-45V45°]^-V[-4SV450]2/[-45V45°]^+) 

(v) [-45745°]5-V[-45V45°]2/[-45V450](+) 

(vi) [-45V450]i"^[-45745°l2 

The right superscripts and denote the stacking sequence of the stiffener 

placed above and below the panel, respectively. A stacking sequence without right 

superscript represent the lay-up of the panel, which is always the same in all cases. 

In the first case, (i), the panel is investigated without the stiffener. In the second 

case, (ii), all the layers belonging to the stiffener is placed above the panel, lii the 
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following cases, (iii)-(vi), the layers are moved gradually from the upper surface to 

the lower surface of the panel. 

Figure 4.14 demonstrates the transverse deflection at the center of the panel 

with all stiffener configurations as a function of applied average temperatiu-e ( 

Ao = l/2(Av-f Ab), where A« and Xt are the thermal loading factors on the upper and 

lower faces of the pemel, respectively. Note that A^ = 0 for this particular problem). 

In the pre-buckling range, as the stiffeners move from the top to the bottom surface 

of the panel, the load carrying capacity of the panel gradually increases. However, 

the panel without stiffener exhibits stiffer pre-buckling response as shown in Figure 

4.14. In all cases with the stiffened panel, (ii)-(vi), the post-buckling response is 

always higher than the unstiffened panel. The panel with concentric stiffener lay-

up, (iv), has the lowest post-buckling strength among all cases with stiffened panel, 

(ii)-(vi). In Figure 4.14, it is interesting to observe that cases (ii) and (vi) and the 

cases (iii) and (v) yield very close response in the post-buckling range. This shows 

that same eccentricity of stiffeners above and below the panel give nearly the same 

post-buckling response, although their prebudding responses are apart from each 

other. Also, from the third to the last cases, there exists a bifiorcation behavior 

between the limit points and the post-limit points as seen in Figure 4.14. 
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E=2.07xl0"Wrti 
v = 0.3 
r, = 4.5ra. 
r, = J. 5m 
a = 0.25m 
b = 0.03m 
d = 0.lm 

\ H = 0.0Jm 

K=V=W=fl 
0,=0=0,=O 

Figure 4.3. Curved cantilever stiffened plate subjected to vertical point load at one 
comer: (a) geometry and material properties and (b) finite element discretization. 
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of results at x = 4.5, y = 0, z = 0. 
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Figxxre 4.5. Deformed configurations of the curved 
variom load steps. 

cantilever stiffened plate at 
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( i )  U n s t i f F e n e d  

(ii) Stiffeners on the bottom 

[0/90/0/90] 

(iii) Stififeners concenric 

[0/90] 

[0/90] 

[0/90] 

[0/90] [0/90] 

(iv) Stiffeners on the top 

[0/90/0/90] 

[0/90] 

(b) 

Figrire 4.6. Stiffened cross-ply spherical patch subjected to inward pressure: (a) 
geometry and materiEil properties and (b) Eccentric configurations of stiffeners. 
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\ 

Figxire 4.7. Finite element discretization of the stiffened spherical shell. 

's 

(t) UnstifTened 
Stifienets on the Bottom. 

(iu)Sti£reneis Concentdc 
(iv) Stifieneis on the Top 
A Liao andReddy (1989) 

1 2 
Displacement at the center, (in) 

Figure 4.8. Transverse displacem.ents at the center of the sphericzd shell. 
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Figure 4.9. Geometry emd materigiL properties of a flat qu£isi-isotropic stiffened 
panel subjected to uniform temperature. 
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Figure 4.10. Effect of stiffener thickness on the variation of critical buckling 
temperature and buckling mode of the flat stiffened panel. 
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f'=t"=0.625cm, X=1A121 "C t'*'=t"=0.5cm, \ =515.11 "c 

tw=t'-'=0.6375cm, A-„=760.28 "C r'=t"=0.65cm, X„=770.05 "C 

Figure 4.11. Variatioa of buckling mode shapes observed at various stiffener 
thickness and critical temperatrires: (a) global buckling behavior, (b) transition 
from global to local buckling, and (c) local buckling behavior. 
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Figure 4.12. Load v.s. transverse deflection curves showing the postbuckling 
behavior of the flat stiffened panel for stiffener thicknesses = t^~^ = 0, 0.5, 
and 1cm. 
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Figure 4.13. Geometry and material properties of a curved anti-symmetric 
stiffened laminate, with, eccentric stiffener configurations, subjected to nonuniform 
temperatmre distribution. 
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(0 HS'rtS'L 
(ii) H5*/45^;[-45*/45l.'" 
(iii) [-45V45T•'/[•45•/45^^^5•/45^  ̂

Civ) [:-45'/45^"/t-45*/45VH5V45l'*' 

Cv) [-45*/45 ,̂"/[-^5*/45T^H5"/45T" 

(vi) [-45*/45T.'"/r-45*/45T, 
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Deflectioii at center, w (m) 

Figure 4.14. Post-buckling responses of the curved stiffened panel for the unstiffened 
case, (i), and the stiffened cases, (ii)-(vi), as the stiffener moves from the upper face 
to the lower face of the panel. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation, the development of a stiffened shell element based on 

a combined shallow beam and shell elements is presented. The stiffened shell 

element formulation is achieved by considering the development of its components 

(shallow shell and shallow beam elements) individually. In the finite element 

formulation of both the shallow shell and bceim elements, attention was focused 

on the compatibility of their assumed displacement and rotation fields, so that any 

possibility of their overlapping is avoided in the stiffened shell element. 

The robustness of the sheE and beam elements were demonstrated by subjecting 

them to critical test problems. The accuracy of the shell element imder both 

mechanical and thermal loadings is assessed by considering problems with available 

solutions. In the analysis of sheE subjected to mechanical loading only, the 

geometrically nonlinear and instability problems are solved and compared with the 

existing solutions published in the literature. Li all the problems concerning large 

deflection of shells, the comparison with other solutions demonstrate the accxiracy 

of the present shell model to capture high magnitude of deflections and rotations of 

the shell. The accuracy in displacements and rotations are obtained by employing 

the moving element co-ordinate system (or co-rotational system) and the finite 

rotation procedmre outlined in Appendix B. lii the co-rotational procedure, the 

deformational part of the element motion is used in the calculation of strains and 

subsequently the stresses. It can be observed in the first test problem in Chapter 

2 that remarkable agreement in rotations are obtained, although the deformational 

rotations of each are above the angle limit for a shallow shell element. This 
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shows the reliability of the co-rotational procedure used in this study. In the "the 

riag plate" problem whose deformed configuration is shown in Figure 2.8, it can be 

seen that the shell element captures not only the large deflections of the plate but 

also the high angle of twist as the plate becomes a spiral shape. 

In the instability of shells subjected to mechanical loading, the solution above 

the limit point can not be obtained through load control procedures, solutions 

of such problems can be achieved by employing a displacement control procedure 

or the method known as the arc-length algorithm. In the former approach, the 

applied loads and the associated deformed configuration of a shell structure is 

computed by prescribing one of its displacement components. The displacement 

control procedure, however, fails in problems where the equilibriiun path chzinges 

direction soon after the critical (limit) point. Such problems are known as snap-

back problems. In order to deal with general load-deflection path, the the arc-length 

algorithm, proposed by Crisfield (1981), can be successfully applied. As will be 

discussed later, this method may, however, be inefficient for some problems. In all 

the instability problems considered in Chapter 2, the arc-length procedure is used 

to determine the stable as weE as the imstable equilibrixmi paths. 

La the analysis of shells subjected to uniform and non-uniform temperature 

distribution, the large deflection and instability (bifurcation and snap-through 

buckling) problems are investigated. Although the analysis of flat panels under 

non-uniform loading has not been investigated in this study, it can be intuitively 

guessed that the non-xmiform temperature distribution on flat panels initiate the 

large deflection immediately after loading. For curved panels subjected to non

uniform thermal loading, it is foimd that the response of curved laminates vmder 

non-imiform through-the-thickness temperature distribution changes between snap-
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through buckling and lairge deflection behaviors, depending on the ratio between the 

temperature distributions on the upper and lower faces of the panel. 

As for the shallow beam element, only the large deflection and large rotation 

problems were considered. The two-round ring problem illustrates the capability 

of the shallow shell element to capture large deflections and rotations of high 

magnitude. Similar to the geometrically nonlinear analysis of shells, the use of 

co-rotational formulation plays the major role in extracting the large rigid-body 

motion of the beam from the total displacements sind rotations. 

The finite element formulation of the stiffened shell element was achieved 

by constraining the displacement and rotation fields of the beam element. The 

constraiat conditions applied to the beam displacement and rotation fields are based 

on the assvimption that the cross-section of the beam element after deformation 

remains co-planar with the section of the shell element. These constraint conditions 

leads to the approximation of beam displacement and rotation fields in terms of the 

nodal unknowns of the shell element. lu the present approach, the beam element 

displacement and rotation fields were expressed in terms of the shell nodal imknowns 

in the element level, thus avoiding the constraint conditions in the structural level. 

This provides flexibility in the discretization of the entire stiffened shell structure 

and reduces the total number of degrees of freedom. 

The robustness of this element was assessed by problems concerning the 

geometrically nonlinear analysis of stiffened shells subjected to mechanical as well 

as thermal loading. The first validation problem regarding stiffened panels imder 

mechanical loading is chosen to study the performance of the present stiffened shell 

pIpTTiPnt with multi-stiffener. Even for the coarse stiffened shell model, where each 

stiffener contains Ave stiffeners within the element boiindaries, more than 90% of the 
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actual displacements are captured with the present model. The second validation 

problem regarding stiffened shells subjected to mechanical loading underlines the 

importance of stiffener eccentricity (with respect to shell middle surface) on the 

pre- and post-buckling response of stiffened laminate. The results obtained from 

this analysis indicate that the eccentricity of stiffeners has a significant role in 

the the load-carrying capacity of stiffened structures. Thus, in order to take 

advantage of skin-stiffener interaction completely, the effect of stiffener eccentricity 

must be considered in. the design of stiffened shell structures. The solution of 

this problem is obtained by employing the displacement control strategy instead 

of the arc-length algorithm. As pointed out by Liao and Reddy (1989), the arc-

length algorithm appears to yield excessive computations in the post-buckling region 

for this particvilar problem. This is probably due to the presence of asymmetric 

buckling loads that are close to the symmetric buckling load of the panel. The 

arc-length search in this case may fail to convergence to the expected solution. 

The displacement control strategy eliminates this problem by explicitly imposing 

a vertical movement to the center of the panel, thus resulting in symmetric panel 

response. 

In the analysis of stiffened panels subjected to thermal loading, the effect 

of stiffeners on bifurcation and snap-through buckling responses of laminates 

are investigated. Li the bifurcation analysis, the panel geometry, lay-up, and 

temperature distribution are designed to yield "perfect" panel behavior (i.e., 

bifurcation behavior). The buckling analysis is then performed to investigate the 

effect of stiffener thickness on the critical buckling temperature and mode of the 

panel. The buckling analysis reveals that not only the critical temperature increases 

as the stiffeners' thinknpiw increases but also the buckling mode shapes change from 
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structural (global) buckling to local buckling behaviors. The local buckling response 

is observed on the skin (shell) section only. Furthermore, the post-buckling analysis 

shows that the out-of-plane response of the panel decreases rapidly as the thickness 

of stiffeners increases. In order to study the effect of stiffeners on curved panels 

under thermal loading, a cylindrical panel is reinforced by stiffeners with varying 

eccentricity. The geometric and material properties and the non-uniform thermal 

loading acting on the structure leads to snap-through behavior of the peinel. It 

is observed that the pre-buckling response of the panel changes significantly as 

the eccentricity of the stiffeners changes. In the post-buckling range, however, the 

stiffeners located above the panel yield close response to the stiffeners located below 

the panel. 

The present stiffened shell element can be extended to include additional 

features in structxiral analysis. For example, by just incorporating the mass matrix 

calcxilations, the present finite element formulation can be used in transient dynamic 

analysis of stiffened shells. Also, it can be coupled with heat-transfer analysis, 

so that the temperature distribution at each time step can be used as thermal 

loading for the structural part. Besides, the stiffened shell element formulation 

can be coupled with a fluid-dynamics code to investigate fluid-structure interaction 

problems. 

lii aerospace engineering, the spacing of stiffeners are of prime importance to 

achieve low weight to high strength panel response. The determination of spacing 

of stiffeners require optimization routines that use the structural analysis programs 

for the response calculations. Therefore, the present stiffened shell element can be 

used as part of a shape and lay-out optimization code to design optimum spacing 

as well as eccentricity of stiffeners. 
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In the present stiffened shell element formulation, the material properties are 

assimied to be linearly elastic. However, the present formulation can be extended to 

include nonlinear material behavior if a constitutive model is given. The variational 

formulation of the present stiffened shell element is based on the principle of virtual 

work (displacements), whose expression is independent of the material properties. 

Thus, any constitutive model can be used in conjimction with the principle of virtual 

work. During the analysis, however, the material property matrix has to be updated 

according to the material model selected. 

Considering all the problems solved in this study and the features to be 

incorporated, the present stiffened shell element offers a wide remge of applicability 

in the design and analysis of stiffened structures used in aerospace, marine, and 

automotive industry. 
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APPENDIX A 

The nodal configurations associated with the interpolation functions jVfc, Mk, 

and ill Equation (2.30) are shown in Figure A.L 

These interpolations functions are expressed as: 
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in. which 

K = 2 C.(3Ci - 1) (3Ci - 2) i = 1,2,3 

•^4 = 2^^^2(3CI — 

^5 = ^CIC2(3C2 -

^6 = ^C2C3(3C2 -

-^7 = 2C2C3(3C3 — 

^8 = 2CiC3(3C3 — 

^9 = 2CIC3(3CI. — 

(A.1) 

^c = 27CiC2C3 

M=Ci(2Ci-l) i=l,2,3 

>(4=4CiC2 

^5 = 4C2C3 

Mg = 4C3C1 

where the area parametric coordinates, C<) 

defined by 

Ci = ^(ci + kx + ttt-y) 

ai = Xk — Xj] bi = -jj — j/fcjCi = XjVk — yjXk; and A = 
0362 — &3CI2 
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with Xi and r/i representing the coordinates of the node of the element. In 

Equation (2.31), N«, Nu, Ng, and Ng are constructed as 

N« = 
Ml 0 
0 Ml 
0 0 

0 0 0 A/b 
0 

0 
0 0 0 0 

Xi  0  0  0  

0 0 0 0 0 
M2 0 0 0 0 

0 0 M2 0 0 0 

Mo 0 0 0 0 
0 JV3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 Ma 0 0 0 

(A.2o) 

Nu = 
jv4 ms ms mr ms ma 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Mi Ms Mg 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

M7 Ms Ms 0 0 0 
0  0  0  M a  M s  M e  

(A.26) 

Ne = 
0 

0 Mc 
0 0 

(A.2c) 

Ne = 
O O O C i  0 0 0 0 0  C2 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  C i  0 0 0 0 0  C 2  0 0 0 0  
0  0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0  

C3 0 0 
0 C3 0 
0 0 0 

{A.2d) 

The matrices Lu, L„, and in Equation (2.33) are expressed in the form 

r 2 
3 0 0 /.(3) 

^11 
/.(3) 
^12 0 1 

3 0 0 a3) 
^13 

a3) 
^14 0 

1 
3 0 0 /»(3) 

^31 
/•C3) 
^32 0 2 

3 0 0 a3) 
^33 

a3) 
^34 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
3 0 0 

/.(I) 
^11 

/.(I) 
^12 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 0 0 /.(I) 

^31 
/.(I) 
^32 0 

1 
3 0 0 

/-(a) 
^13 

/.(2) 
^14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 
•- 3 0 0 

/.(2) 
*-33 

/-(a) 
^34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

4 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

riX) 
^13 
/•(I) 
*-33 

0 
0 

rW 
*-14 
/'(I) 
^34 
rW 
*-34 

-32 

(A.3a) 

u = 

0 I 0 

0 i 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 i 0 

0 I 

/•(3) 
*-21 
/.(3) 
^41 

0 

0 
/.(2) 
^23 
/•(2) 
^43 

/.(3) 
^22 
/-(S) 
*-42 

0 

0 
/'(2) 
^24 
/'(2) 
^44 

0 0 i 0 

0 

0 

1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 

'23 
/.(3) 
*-43 0 0 I 0 

0 0 I 0 

0 0 I 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 

0 

0 

21 
/-(I) 
^41 

0 
0 
0 
0 

rO-) 
^23 
/-(I) 
^43 
/.(2) 
^21 

/.(3) 
^24 
/.(3) 
^44 
/•(I) t^n 

0 i 0 

'22 
/.(I) 
*-42 

0 

0 

0 
0 

/.(l) 
•^24 
/•(I) 
^44 
/-(Z) 
^22 
/•(2) 
*-42 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

(A.36) 

'0 0 
ltu — 0 0 

0
 1 0 

with. £mn defined as* 

1 
2 8 

_«a. 
8 0 0 0 1 

2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

2 
1 
2 8 

S3. 
8 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 i 

0 0 i 

8 
8 
0 

0 

8 
8 

1̂1 = Pi ~ COS if} sin^gi, £12 
'Cis = P2 — cos ^ sinV'g2> 

£21 = cos^ i>qi, 

£23 = cos^ ̂ 92, 

>^31 = P3 - COS ^ sin tpqz, £32 

^33 = P4 — cos ill sin^g4, £34 

£41 = COS^ ^93} 

£43 = cos^ ^g4, 

f- 0 
-V 0 

0 

0 

8 
22. 
8 

£22 
£24 

£42 

£44 

0 

0 
0 
0 

: sin^ Ipqu 
•- sin^ 7pq2, 

• Pi — cos sintpqi, 
• P2 — COST/; sin ̂ 52) 
sw?i)q3, 

•• sin^ ^54, 
Pz — cos ^ sin'053, 

; P4 — cos ip sin •054, 

(A.3c) 

(A.4) 

* For simpKcity, the superscript (fe) is removed, \mless otherwise indicated since 
all variables are defined sdong the edge. 
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in which Pm and qm are 

with 

and 

Pi = f (offlX - |afs2l), P2 = f (-Q;«2 + ̂0Cs2l) 

P3 = i (a«l + |aa2l), P4=i {-0Ca2 " ̂ 0:521) 

?1 = f (am + |Q;n2l), 92 = f (-an2 + |an2l) 
93 = f (onl + 5a„2l), 94 = f (-an2 - |atn2l) 

y(ary - ari)2 + (y,- - yt)^ 

= COS yi) + sinV'^'°^/i,y(x<, yi) 

= cos ip^''^h;cixj,yj) +sm7p^''^hy{xj,yj) 

= sint/'('')/i,a;(xi, yt) - cosip^''^hy{xi, y,-) 

a2 = sin^^*')/i,x(xj, yy) - cosil)^''^h,y{xj, yj) 

cos V;(^) = 3/y «CZ 
sm ̂ (fc) ^ yj - vi 

^ d<^k) 

The subscripts i, j, and k follow the permutation order 

i = 1,2,3; j = 2,3,1; and A: = 3,1,2 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

In Equation (2.37), the incremental strain-displacement matrix differential 

operators and Bg axe expressed as 

B« = 

_a_ 
dx 
0 
a_ 
dy  
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
_d_ 
dy  
a_ 

dx 
0 
0 
0 
0 ^ 

0 • 

0 

0 
0 
0 
j_ 
dx 

dy  -•  

and Bg = 

0 
-§h. 

dy 
dh 
dx 
0 
d 

d_  
dx  
0 
1 

-dh  
dx  
0 
dh 
dy  
j_ 
dx 
0 
d_ 
dy  
1 
0 

0-
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0. 

(A.8a, 6) 
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APPENDIX B 

rNCREMENTAL DEFORMATIONAL MOTION OF 

A TRIANGULAR SHELL ELEMENT 

B.l Extraction of Deformational Displacements 

The deformational part of the incremental nodal vectors are denoted by 

containing 

={u3r, 0^1, d'^} (B.l) 

with 

and 

(B.2c) 

In order to determine the incremental deformational displacements, and v^, a 

procedure similar to the one outlined by Bathe and Ho (1981) and Hsiao (1987b) 

is used. In order to describe the procedure, the configurations of the element at 

times t — At and t along with the ghost configuration is Hlustrated in Figure B.la. 

]ji this figure, the coordinate system represents the moving 

frame of the ghost element, and the left superscript t—At  denotes the configuration 

to which the ghost element is assigned. Therefore, as the element goes from time 

t — At to t, the ghost configuration, which takes the configuration at time t — At, 

also moves rigidly to coincide with, the (*a;,'y,'z) co-ordinate system. Since 

and co-ordinates pass from nodes 1-2 of the actual and ghost elements. 



Ghost reC. plane 
of t-At 

Figure B.l. Bicreinental motion of a triangular shallow shell element: extraction of 
(a) deformational displacements and (b) deformational rotations. 
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respectively, the displacement components uji, and automatically vanish. 

Furthermore, (^x — "y) and co-ordinates remain on the same plane, 

resulting in zero out-of-plane displacements at the comer nodes, i.e., wji = 0, 

w}2 = Oi 2uid = 0. The remaining components of the incremental defonnational 

displacements are simply determined from the geometries of the actual and ghost 

elements as 

'd2 

II 

- "^'^2 

''da = ̂ X3 

'd2 = 'y3 
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B.2 Extraction of Deformational Rotations 

The computation of the incremental deformational rotations is not as straight 

forward as in the computation of deformational displacements given by Equations 

(B.3). The two dimensional view of the element configurations, shown in Figure 

B.lb, at times t and t—At helps in the illustration of the concept. In this figure, the 

matrices and '"''^^Ee, called triads, are identical to the direction cosine matrix 

(transformation matrix) of the element at configurations t and t — At, respectively. 

Any triad E possess the following properties: 

where and x are arbitrary vectors in global coordinates and the coordinates of 

the triad, respectively. Similarly, the matrices Xj and X are defined with respect 

to the global coordinates and the coordinates of the triad, respectively. The third 

property defined in Equation (B.4c) gives the orthonormality condition of a triad. 

Also in Figure B.lb, the matrix contains the direction cosines of a triad tied 

to the nodal point of an element at time t  — At ,  As the element translates and 

rotates from its position at t — At to position at t, the triad rotates by the 

incremental rotation, where the right subscript, g ,  indicates that the quantity 

is defined with respect to the global coordinates. This new orientation of the triad 

in the deformed configuration (at time t) is denoted by *Efe. In addition, the ghost 

position and orientation of as it rotates as a rigid-body rotation is denoted 

by in the deformed configuration. From Figure B.lb, it can be seen that 

the deformational part of the total rotation increment is obtained from the rotation 

Xg = Ex 

X = E^XgE 

E^E = EE^ = I 

(B.4a) 

(B.46) 

(B.4c) 
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between the triads and ^Efc. 

Following Rankin and Brogan (1986), the rotation between eind 'Ejt 

can be constructed by a rotation matrix, in the form 

H.;„5 = (B.5) 

Similarly, the rotation between and ^~^*Ee gives the incremental rigid-body 

rotation, between the configurations at times t and t — Ai, 

Klg = 'Ee'-'^'Ej' (B.6) 

The rotation between the triads and *~^^'Ek also gives the same rigid-body 

rotation, 

Klg = (B.7) 

Thus, combining Equations (B.5) and (B.7) yields 

= «Ee'-^*Ep-^'Efc (B .8) 

Also, the rotation between *Efc and is constructed as 

a;,='Efc'-'^'Ej (B.9) 

where is the rotation matrix corresponding to the incremental rotation vector 

dig obtained from the finite element analysis in the preceding time step. Prom 

Equation (B.9), ^Et becomes 

'Efc CB.IO) 
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Substituting from Equations (B.8) and (B.IO), respectively, for ^ and ^Efc into 

Equation (B.5) results in 

R« i>» t—At-cirtuiT 
kdg — ^kg (B.ll) 

Note that ^ incremental defonnational rotation matrix defined in terms 

of global coordinates. By using the the second and third properties of a triad, E, 

as given by Equations (B.4), the matrix can be transformed to the element 

coordinate system corresponding to the configuration at time t as 

where is the deformational rotation matrix between the time increments t  — At  

and t. It is worth noting that neither Equation (B.ll) nor Equation (B.12) contains 

the element attached triads 'Ejfe or The direction cosines contained in triads 

^Ee and ^~^*Ee can be easily constructed from the nodal configurations at times f 

and t — At, respectively. 

Argyris (1982) showed that the rotation increment, Rj^^, can be expressed in 

terms of the component of the incremental axial rotation vector, dkg, at node k in 

the form 

where a ~ over the incremental vector d^g transforms the vector to a skew symmetric 

matrix defined as 

R» tuiTu* I 
kd — ^kg 

tuir-D* t—At-inT 
^kg (B.12) 

(B.13) 

, &ykg ^xkg ^ 

The magnitude of the axial rotation vector, 9^g, is obtained from 

(B.14) 

^kg — ^kg^^S (B.15) 
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in which the vector represents the unit vector of the principal axis of rotation, 

with the magnitude of rotation defined by 

n, = (b,I6) 

The incremental rotation vector, R]J^, can be expressed in a different form by 

utilizing the trigonometric manipulations 

sin0ug = 2sin-^cos-^ = 2tan-^cos^(B.17a) 
2 2 2 2 

'hoA 2 2 

and 

6' 

sin^ = tan^cos^(B.176) 

cob' -f = ^ {B.17C) 
^ 1 + tan^ 

Upon substitution of the trigonometric expressions from Equation (B.17) into the 

appropriate terms in Equation (B.13), the incremental rotation vector, becomes 

Rfcg = / H 0- ftan -;p^kg + tan^ (B.18) 
l + tan2^^ 2 2 / 

It must be observed from Equation (B.18) that the incremental rotation matrix, 

becomes singiilar for values of = ±180°. However, this condition is unlikely to 

occur for incremental rotations. 

Also, Argyris (1982) defined a pseudo rotation vector in the form 

d* 
ujg = tan -^nkg (B.19) 

with the magnitude of defined as 

Ukg-tam-^ (B.20) 
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This permits Equation (B.18) to be written as 

^kg = I + ,2 + ̂ kg^kg) (B.21) 

Simo et al. (1995) showed that Equation (B.21) can be obtained from the Cayley 

transform^ 

RJ, = (I + iZi;,)(I-Sy-' (B.22) 

where the the rotation matrix R]^^, which is orthogonal, is cjJled the Cayley 

transform of the skew symmetric matrix (Golub and Van Loan, 1993). Thus, 

the following relation can be written: 

R;, = Ca»K,] = Cay [tan (B.23) 

in which the operator Cay[-] is defined as 

Coy [x] =(I - x) (I — x)~^ 

2 
^ Tfr- (x + xx) (B.24) 

H-X^X^ ' ^ ' 

with X being a vector of order (3 x 1). Substituting from Equation (B.23) for 

into Equation (B.12), the incremental deformational rotation matrix, is 

rewritten as 

R3fc = 'EjCay [tan (B.25) 

In order to determine the deformational nodal rotation vectors, 0^^., from R^, 

Equation (B.18) can be employed by pre-defining 

= tan CB.26) 
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with 9*^ = yj+ 9*^k rewriting Equation (B.21) as 

Subtracting the transpose of from and noting that = —Wfc^ and 

^dk^dk = (Wdfc^dfc)^) Equation (B.27) reduces to 

R« - R-;! = T^%r = 4 cos' S'A (B-28) 
l + t^dfe 

It can be verified either from Equation (B.13) or from Equation (B.18) that the 

trace of the rotation matrix is equal to 

^r(R3fc) =l + 2cos^5fc 
R' (B.29) 

=4cos2 ^ -1 

Substituting the expression for the cosine term obtained from Equation (B.29) into 

Equation (B.28) and rearranging the terms, the inverse relation between 6^ and 

R^ is established as 

Note from Equation (B.30) that R^^ is also the Cayley transform of u^fg, i.e., 

Ri, =Cay[ii,] = + (B.31) 

Solving Equation (B.31) for u;^ yields 

53k = (Rlt-l)(Rl, + I)-' {B.32) 

The right hand side of Equation (B.32) can be interpreted as the inverse Cayley 

transform of the orthogonal matrix R^ which yields an anti-symmetric matrix. 

Thus, the following can be written from Equations (B.30) and (B.32): 

3^ = Cay-'[Rlfe] (B.33) 
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with the operator Cay ^[-j defined as 

C7oy-i[X] = (X-I)(X + I)-i 

where X is aa orthogonal matrix of order (3x3). 

The skew-symmetric matrix can be related to the incremental rotation 

vector, dig by substituting Equation (B.25) for in Equation (B.33) as 

= Cay"^ Cay [tan ^^kg\ ̂ ~'^*Ee] (B.35) 

The components of the incremental deformational nodal rotation vector, 

can normally be obtained from Equation (B.26); however, it is assimied that the 

deformational nodal rotation increments are small enough so that they can be used 

in the calculation of element intemeil forces. With this assumption, the magnitude of 

the deformational nodal rotation vector for moderately large rotation increments 

(Rankin and Brogan, 1986) can be accurately approximated as 

(B.36) 

Thus, the skew-symmetric matrix form of the pseudo vector u;^^. may be replaced 

by 6*^ in Equation (B.35) as 

e'̂  3 Cay-'- ['Ef Cas [tan '"'"E.] (B.37) 

Finally, the components of the incremental deformational nodal rotation vector, 

9^, are directly extracted from the components of 
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APPENDIX C 

In Equation (3.26), the components of the material property matrix, 

C"''^, are defined as follows: 

' »«!+ , _ _ (ki) 
w/f*' r f n"'' 

1^12 1^22 >^33 ) ~ 2^ Ci) /  CO 
k=i ''K- •'K-

«?r',Q«") dv"di' 

Jf(») 2"'*' 

(ci-r, , c?r'. )=E f 'I f« ( - < " .  0 " " .  

-Qsr.eif) 
jf(i) 

(Ci5 ,Cjs ,C34 ] - 2 ^ l  V  (-<3ll , 
•'K-

-Qu'\Q»") dv"dz" 
^(i) _,/(») _/;(») 

< ' = E  /r« [r"T<"+r'r«3r"] dy"d-z" 
Jy^-

^(») 2"^*' «"''' 

(c2;".c?f)=E f f (2""')'(-<5i'r',Q'r') d^d-z" 
-'K-

j^(i) 2"^*' 

(Cif .CS'D =£ / C f « -Qi'f") "iS'W 
j^(t) •0"^'' 

= 1, y^„„, _/ ) <3u dy dz 

(C.1) 

fc=l-'n- •'n-

*̂ 13 ~ ̂24 — *̂ 35 — *-'36 ~ ̂ 

where is the number of layers in the segment of the beam cross-section and 

Qmn^ (m, 71 = 1,3,6) are the components of the material property matrix associated 

with the layer in the segment; the width and the thickness of the k*'^ layer 

are bounded to y'^-^ < and zjj.'!!' < , respectively. Because 
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the matrix C"^'' is symmetric (i.e., Cy'' = only the upper triangular portion 

of the material property matrix is presented explicitly. 

The transformation matrix between the resultant stress and strains as given in 

Equations (3.28a) is expressed in the foma 

Z« = 

"1 0 0 0 0 0 -
0 cosu;W sinu;(*5 0 0 0 
0 — sinwW cosw^*) 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 cos sincjW 

.0 0 0 0 — sinci;^*) cosct;^. 

(C.2) 

in which the angle between (j/"^'^ — and (y — z) planes is denoted by 

Li Equation (3.34), the axial (ww)) and transverse (vto and Wbo) displacements 

and rotations (0bxt and 0(,z) about ar, y, and z axes are approximated by the 

interpolation functions (see Figure C.l 

3 
-e-

(») 

for the associated anisoparametric nodal 

configurations) 

14 8 
Ki = 1 — -a; + -:̂ x — 

I 12 

3 
-e-

2 
Hi 

(b) 

1 2 2 8 3 

4 20 , 16 3 
= + -(3-^ 

32 32 64 
!N4 = — — -75-a; + -T^x' 

31 3/3-

(c) 

Figure C.l. Anisoparametric nodal conr 
figurations of (a) cixieil displacement, 
Ubo, (b) transverse displacements, Vbo 
and wio, and (c) rotations, ^5yj and 
dbz' 

Ki = I — 

2: 2 2 

= f 

(C.3) 
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where I denotes the length of the beam. These interpolation functions are used to 

construct the shape matrices Nbtt, Ne>u) ^"6^, which are defined as 

0 0 0 0 0 0^2 0 0 0 0 0 
Ni« = 0 Ml 0 0 0 0 0 M2 0 0 0 0 

_ 0 0 Ml 0 0 0 0 0 M2 0 0 0 

^4 0 0 • 
N6« = 0 0 Ma 0 

_ 0 0 0 Ma 

"0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^2 0 0 " 
N6fl = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^2 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

(C.4a) 

(C.46) 

(C.4c) 

The constraint conditions along the beam reference axis is achieved from 

Equation (3.38), in which the matrix La is obtained as 

r 1 
2 I I 0 0 0 1 

2 
ftya 

I 
fci3 

I 
3 3/t„3 Msa. 0 3 3hy3 3/ti3 

— 4 4i 41 0 8 8 4 4( 4i 
0 1 

2 0 0 0 I 
8 0 1 

2 0 

.0 0 1 
2 0 I 

8 0 0 0 1 
2 

0 
0 

0 

0 

d 
0 
I 
8 

0 
f*v3 
8 

_i 
8 

0 

(C.5) 

In Equation (3.42), the strain-displacement transformation matrices (Bft^ and 

Bfts) for the linear part of the resxaltant strains are defined as 

Bbu — 

r 3 
dx 
0 

0 
J_ 
dx 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 
j9_ 
dx 
0 
0 
0 

, Bm = 

0 
0 
0 

_a_ 
dx 

0 
0 

dx 
0 
1 
0 
d_ 
dx 
0 

dx 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
J_ 
dx 

(C.6a, 6) 
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The matrices o©6 and in Equation (3.47&) contain resultant stresses 

arising from mechanical and thermal loadings, respectively. These matrices are 

constructed in the following form: 

' (S O^a 

r 0 0 0 ^Mffy 
0 ^iV^x 0 — QM^J, 0 0 
0 0 iM^z 0 0 
0 W<rz 0 0 0 

O^iry 0 0 0 0 0 
l-'oM^z 0 0 0 0 0 . 
f t+At AT O-i'rx 0 0 0 

t+At eF 
0 

0 
0 

t+At T\r 
0-''T» 
0 
Qj-Vl̂ y 

0 
0 

0 
t+At Jyr 

0-''TX 
Q-LVIT Z  

0 
0 

QlVlry 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

_t+At 11^ 
O-i^ry 

QJVLtz 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

The vector in Equation (3.42) contains 

r AM*' A"'*' A"^*' A"'*' A"^*' \ b  L  '  i f y  '  I T g  '  '  A f y '  A f r  /  

r/(0 
where the components of A" are obtained from 

a ) dy"dz' 
k=l-^'k- ''\-
f^Ci) 

=2^ m / m C<3l3 "x + Q33 "xy ) 

ffC») 5"^*' 

= E L,o 0® 

Ai,.=x;y /„,.. L" 

(C.7a) 

(C.76) 

(C.8) 

(C.9a) 

(C.96) 

(C.9c) 
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fr(i) -//(*) .7"'*' 

(C.9d) 

(C.9e) <=£nt fn 
j^(i) s"'*' 
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APPENDIX D 

The shape matrices JV^, N^, and Ng in Equations (4.36) and (4.38) are 

established as 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N' = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N' = 

_ 0 0 M'l 0 0 0 0 0 M'2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0" 
0 >̂ 3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 K'3 0 0 0 

K :N'j K K 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 K 

_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 • 

'̂7 K >f'9 0 0 0 
0 0 0 M'4 M's 

'K 0 ' 
0 K 

_ 0 0 

*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '̂2 0 0 0 0 0 

II 0 0 0 0 ei 0 0 0 0 0 2̂ 0 0 0 0 II 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3̂ 0 o" 
0 3̂ 0 
0 0 0 

(D.la) 

(D.16) 

(D.lc) 

(D.ld) 

where the interpolation functions, defined along the x' axis, are 

16 A3" 

16A3 

16A3 
_ + (-

8A2; V 16 A3 
'27b',cC 

9c'; 
8A2 2A 

(i = l,2,3) 

, b'i 
4A2 2A 

+ 

(D.2a) 
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JJ' — ; 
2+2t - 16A3 

2 7 6 f ^  / 2 7 6 i " c ; .  2 7 6 ; . 6 J c i  9 6 ( 6 ^ ^  ,  ( 2 n W i < ^ i  .  
16A3 ^ ^ \ 16A3 8A3 8A2 ; V 8A3 16A3 

96ycJ\ 27cfcy 9cJ(^- /• -. o o.-• _ o o i\ m 
8A^" W)'' (t-l,2,3,j-2,3,l) (D.26) 

_27bfb', . .27b';d, 276;.6^. 96;6h , x276;.c^-ci 27b'^ 
^3+2i - ^ + 8A3 8A2 r I 8A3 ^ 16A3 

db'jc'i 96icl\ 27cf4 9C'C4' « . x ^ 
"^"1613 8^ (i = 1,2,3;J = 2,3,1) (D.2c) 

.r. 276'i6'26'3_^ , ^276;6'2C'3 . 27b',b',(/, . 27b',b'A^_,2 f27b{c^c'^ 
8A3 8A3 ^ 8A3 8A3 ^ I 8A3 

27^x 27^ 
8A3 8A3 ^ 

ft' 2 /6'c' 6' \ ( / ' ( / •  

=2^^' + (# - - 23 (•• = 

M;+3=^x'' + (6icjA^ + ^)x'+^ {i = l,2,3;i = 2,3,l) (D.2/) 

_(c; + 6'iX') .-looN ? i =  C ^  =  1 > 2 , 3 )  (D.25) 

with. 
L/ ^7 

Vj Vk 
(i = l,2,3;j = 2, 3, l;Ar = 3,1,2) 

4 = ̂ 'iVk - ̂ Wj 

In Equations (D.2), the subscripts i, j, and k follow the permutation order. The 

expression for the area, A, is previously given, in. Appendix A. The co-ordinates of 

the nodal points, x'i and y^, can be expressed in terms of those defined in the (jx—y) 

co-ordinate system from Equation (4.19). 

The transformation of the nod£iI unknown vectors from (x — y) to (x' — y') 

planes are established by the matrices A^, and Ac in Equations (4.39) for the nodal 

unknowns defined at the vertex points and centroid of the shell element, respectively. 
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The matrices and Ac are constructed as follows: 

A^ — 
At;6 0 0 

0 Av6 0 
0 0 A^e 

(D.3) 

in which 

Av6 — 

cos 4>b sin(f)b 0 0 0 0-

-sin^b cos 0b 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 cos 0b — sin 0b 0 

0 0 0 sin 0b cos 0b 0 

- 0 0 0 0 0 1. 

and 

Ac = cos <j)b sin (^() 
— sin <pb cos <(>b 

(D.4) 

The transformation matrix, Av> between and in Equation (4.43) is 

constructed as 
^ f cos^blg sin(^6l6 0 

(D.5) 
+ 
Av~ 

cos^blg sin. (pile 0 
— sin^ble cosi^fcle 0 

0 0 I3 

where le and I3 are identity matrices of orders (6 x 6) and (3x3), respectively. 

The resultant stress matrices o©5 and in Equations (4.53) contain the 

following resultant stress components: 

'0©; = 

t+At 
O-'-b 

r * AT' 
0 bax 0 0 0 o

r*
-

<<
 

1 

0 0 —' M' 
O-'^bcry 0 

0 b
 

4
*

0
 

0
 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

t+At 1^/ _ 
O-^'^^bTy 0 0 0 

t+At 1^/ _ 
O-^'^^bTy 

0 
t+At 

0 brr 0 O-'^bry 0 

0 0 
t+At fjf 

0 brx 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

t+At Ji^/ 
0-''^bTy 0 0 0 0 

(D.6a) 

p.66) 
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